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A Coordinate Geometry Proof

Did yourealize that you can use your HP 49G to help prove theorems in coordinate geometry? You can!
For example: Prove that in any triangle, the segment connecting the midpoints of any two sidesis parallel
to the third side and had a length equalto '/5 the third side.

B(a,b)

A(0,0) C(c,0)

In other words, using the above triangle, show that the segment connecting the midpoints of AB and BC is
parallel to AC and has a length equalto 1/5 AC.

The first step is to store each of the coordinate values of the labeled diagram into its own variable.

 

 

 

 

 

 

To store the x- and y-coordinates of point A into the variables RADYe HER €= "®" 0s: 158 : 02

#A and YA,do this: (0) (STO®)(XJALPHAJA) ENTER}, and (0)
(STO») (ALPHA]YJALPHA]A) (ENTER), : @AkXA 5

Notice how yourinputs echo on the left side, and the results BMY a  appear on the right. TaFAR]LASS[LEASE]SLES[EASE]HEC  

(Also, notice that if you press (VAR), you will see your variables appear on that menu as you store them.)

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

imi i into [RAD KYZ HEX £= '¥' ALGSimilarly, store the coordinate values ofpoint B(a and b) into PHONES 09:17r JAN: 02

the variables “E and YE, as follows: 0

: 'a'mxB
(21)(ALPHAT(3D (STORXJALPHAIB) ENTER} Cy a
and (@0) ALPRATGIB)(GTorJarra(armas) |B 'BYE

HERIEA

RAD HYZ HEX €= ‘'H° ALG
Finally, store the coordinate values of point C (c and 0) into [EHOHEZ 03 i2s.JAN: ge

the variables #C and YC:
: 'c'BkRC

CNEREGODOFNAFROEES |: pyc ©
and (0) (STO»] (ALPHA]Y) (ALPHA]C) (ENTER), A

ETTFl(TSFlETEE
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Notice in your variable (VAR)) menu, as the variable list updates, the neweritems appear on the left, while

older ones move to the right. To see items other than the mostrecently stored six, simply press

repeatedly, if necessary, until you see all items and return to the menu'sfirst “page.”

Now that you have all the individual coordinates stored, you can calculate the coordinates of the midpoint
of side AB ofthe triangle. Start with the x-coordinate: 

Press to go into the Equation Writer, then type
ALPHA ALPHAIB) (), Om=

This should produce and highlight this expression:  OTIWTCTET
 

Now complete the midpoint formula, by typing (=](2) (OD.

 

    

   

 

 

  

 

 

  
 

EDIT CUREEGEVAL[FRCTO]T B

Use to perform and simplify the calculation:

RAD HYZ HEX C= 'R°' ALG n om 0ZHOMEZ 03 SieJAn:03 ELIT URSETEVAL[FRCTO[TERF
er

. a Save this result in its own variable name, *MAE (“the X-coor-
: =#=MAE CL ”

dinate ofthe Midpoint of segment AB"):
3

2 (ENTER) (STOPX) (ALPHAJALPHA]M]A](ENTER),
alt  ELIT VIEW|KCL2Tub[FURGE[CLERF  
 

Now, go back to the Equation Writerto find the y-coordinate

of the midpoint similarly:

(EQW) ALPHA]YJALPHA]A) (ALPHA]YJALPHA]B]
ODEO.

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

    

EDIT CUR:ETCEYAL[FRACTO|TERFA

(>]EVAL).. [ENTER]STO»ALPHA]ALPHA] YJM]A]B]ENTER

EAD XYZ HEX C= '¥H° ALG
{HOME> 03:52 JAN: 03

Co

u . bu : SYMAB

b
2

EDIT CUREEIEVAL[FRETO]T EDIT VIEW|RCLSTOR[FURGE[CLERF]    
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That takes care of the coordinates of the midpoint of AB. The next stepis to do likewise for the coordinates
of the Midpoint of segment BC of the triangle.

OEE
(©)EVAL) (ENTER) (STO»XJALPHAJALPHA]M]B](ENTER),
 

(Again, notice the variables appearing on the VAR menu

as they are created.)

 

(EQW) (ALPHA]YALPHA]B]
OEHEIOD
(STOPALPHA]ALPHA] YIM]B]C]
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

RAD ®YZ HEW C= '¥° ALG
{HOHE 03 55:JAN:02

Co

, Cta
==k<MBC

c+3

2
ECIT WIEMKCL2Tok[FURGE[CLERAF]

RAD HYZ HEX C= '}°' ALG
THONE> 03:56 JAN: 02

—

.b
2

b
2

(EDIT[VIEW|RCL |ZTok[FURGE|CLERE]   

Now that the values are all stored, you can prove the property asserted by the theorem. For example,to

demonstrate that the segment connecting the midpoints is parallelto the base, find and compare the slopes.

Start with the slope of the base:

 

(EQW) (ALPHA]YJALPHA]C) (=)

EE
= CoO.

Fnd the result and store it in an aptly named variable:

 

(2)EVAL) (ENTER) (STOPJALPHA]ALPHA] S|BJAJSJE]

ENTER)

 

 

 

 

 

 
[EDIT|CURE|EXufEVAL[FRCTOIT

RAD HYZ HEX C= 'H° ALG
LHOHES 09:52» JAN: 03= =

b
2

: BFSBASE 5

(EOIT[VIEW[KCL|2T0k[FURGE[CLERE]  
Now calculate and store the slope of the line connecting the midpoints:

 

(EQW) (ALPHAALPHA]CJALPHA)(=)

CoO
(=) (ALPHAJALPHA]XJM]B]CJALPHA]
(=) (ALPHAJALPHA]XTMJAYBJALPHA) (DO (BD (BD
(OJEVAL) (ENTER) (STOPJALPHAJALPHALM]S)
 

 

 

 

thoes "©"gy sypdan:ez
: B¢SBASE 2

: GpSLMS 2

FSNEETTF  
Property confirmed: The two slopes are equal, so those two segments are parallel!
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What aboutthe other assertion of the theorem—therelationship of the lengths ofthese two segments?

Go to the Equation Writer and use the general formula for the distance between two points, plugging in the

variables you created.
 

 

Try the Base Length first: J (XC - XA)? + (YC - YA)?

(Eaw) (&] (XJALPHAJC) (=) (XJALPHAJA)(3X(2)
E60 = o>
OHO.

Now calculate and store:

 

(2JEVAL) (ENTER) (STOP) (ALPHAALPHA] LB]AJS]E)

(ENTER),

Do likewise for the segment connecting the midpoints:

ALPHA] ALPHA] XM]B]CJALPHA) (=) :
ALPHAJ ALPHA] XM]A]BJALPHA)2 (» OEE
ALPHA] ALPHA] YJM]B]CJ ALPHA) (—]

ALPHAJALPHA] YJM[A]BJALPHA] (DY(

OOOO.

Calculate and store:

 

(©2]EVAL) (ENTER) (STO») (ALPHAJALPHA ENTER), |"

 

MEE

 

=]gk=

  ITE IEOAWTET)ET
 

 
4Ol ICTi]TO(aT)PT   
  

 

RAD ®YZ HER C= ‘'R®°
LHOMEZ

ALG
gs :2:Sanu
 

    
a

: BkSLMS
.

: cMLBASE

 

 

Ui0 o

ELIT CURSETGEVAL[FRCTO[TERF
RAD HYZ HEX C= 'H'
LHOHES

  
 

ALG
i0 02. JAN: 03
   c5PLMSG

c
2

(EDITVIEW|KCL=Tuk[FURGE[CLEAF]  
To confirm the relationship of the lengths of the two seg-

ments,just set up their ratio:

 

(EQW) (ALPHA]ALPHA ALPHA) (=)

ALPHAJ ALPHA] LBJAJS]EJALPHA)(

Now computeit: (EVAL

Property confirmed: The segment connecting the midpoints

of two sides of a triangle is '/; the length ofthe base!
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Follow-Up Activity

The proof you just completed was made simpler by a convenient choice ofa triangle whose basesits on the
x-axis. But of course, the proof should still hold fora triangle of any orientation,like this:

B(c,d)

A(a,b)

C(e,f)

  
Use the above generaltriangle and your HP 49G to re-confirm the proof.

1. What changes might you expect in your calculations?

 

 

 

2. How might you have to adjust to compare results this time?
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Teacher Notes

With its ability to work with variables and the simplicity ofthe Equation Writer, the HP49G affords a great opportunity to connect the
properties studied in a Geometry course with higher-level coordinate algebra. This activity walks through a coordinateproofandthen

provides an extension on the same topic.

While the points raised are fairly simple, the proofshows the value ofusing ratios to relate things instead ofthe usual just show that

visually the things are the same, therefore equal.”

Skills Used: Properties ofsegments connecting the midpoints ofa triangle

Slope ofa line segment
Distance formula
Midpoint formula

Skills Introduced: Storing and Manipulating Variables on the HP49G

Relating Lengths and Slopes ofsegments.

Frequently in doing proofs on the calculatorlike this, more errors arise from labeling than from actual bad computation. Note the

careful choice of meaningful variable names—and the use ofsingle-character, lowercase names only for the coordinate values.
(Note, too, that while you may choose lengthy namesto clarify their contents, namesthat are too long won't entirely fit in a menu

item on the VAR menu, thus compromising their utility as mnemonics.)

The use ofthe general distance formula is not necessary to find the lengthsin the proof, ofcourse. Since you're dealing with hori-

zontal lines, you'd get the same result simply by subtracting the x-coordinates. This is worth some discussion ifa student mentions

it; ifnot, it's worth pointing out. The general calculation is definitely necessary in the follow-up activity, however. In fact, that gets

rather messy, and the two distances don't necessarily appear to be all comparable upon mere inspection. The power ofthe machine

showsthe ratios to be either 7, or2 (depending upon the way they're set up).

Asset up, the proofuses horizontal lines, so the slope valuesofzero should come as no surprise. Hopefully, at least one student will
Jump on that point quickly. In the follow-up, the non-zero slopes are still fairly simple and can, with some prodding, be seen intu-

itively to be equal by the better students. Better for everyone, though, is to set up those slopes in a ratio for comparison. The result

should be I. (Ifthe results come out to be—I, make sure the discussion goes to the fact that with the slope being a difference quotient,

the orderofthe variables is important.)

Anothergood discussion opportunity arises when the calculatorproduces an absolute value when calculating the distance results.
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Another Coordinate Geometry Proof

Here's another good proofthat you can demonstrate with the help of the HP 49G. Show that the perpen-
dicular bisectors ofthe sides of any triangle meetin a single point.

Choose any arbitrary triangle and orientit so thatits base sits on the x-axis. Then name the coordinates of
its vertices in a convenient manner,like this:

B(0,2b)

R(c,b) . S(a,b)

 

A(2¢,0) I(a+c,0) C(2a,0) 
The equations ofthe lines forming the perpendicular bisectors ofthe sides ofthis triangle are therefore:

For segmentAB: y—-b = «¢/b(x-c)

For segment BC: y—b alb (x — a)

For segment AC: x a+c

You need to show that thesethree lines intersect in a single point.

First, before you do anything else, you must purge(erase) the variables A, E, C, #, and ' if they appear on
your VAR menu. Press (TooU) BTR (G0) (2)JALPHATA) (OD (21) (©) JALPHA]B).., etc, (ENTER

Now, for convenience, type the equation for the perpendicular bisector of segment AC first:

=] Savethis forlater pasting: (2X
 

Next, type the equation for the perpendicular bisector of seg-

ment AB: (ALPHA (=) (ALPHATB)aN(P=)
(ALPHA) (=) (ALPHATB) (OD (X) (IOX] (=) (ALPHA
Ya\. You should seethis:

 Now substitute into this equation the expression for #4 thatq P
you saved (segment AC), and isolate *':

 

 

(©)ALG]6) (ENTER) (2JPASTE)a)
a ETM. You should see this:   0 ENTIITTGFT)RR
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Press (ENTERJENTER] to send that expression backto the stack. You're going to compare it to the expression

for that you get from the other equation.

Now go back into the Equation Writer to enter the other equation (for the bisector of BC):

(EaW) (ALPHALY) (I) (ALPHA(2)&(2)
(ALPHATA) (5) (ALPHATB) (LD (X) (GO) (X) () (ALPHA(2a.

Now do the same substitution for i, and isolate ':

(2)ALG]6) (ENTER) (PASTE) (2a ALPHA] B) )a\ ENTER) (ENTER

Press /a, and observe thatthe two equations for %' are identical, proving that the perpendicular bisectors

of the sides of a triangle intersect in a single point:

 

 

  

RAD XYZ DEC C= 'H' ALG
LHONEZ

a uu LATE ake.
TY 5 ,

_CA+B
Y=="F

IEEEETTEEET
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The Definition of Derivative

This is a short exercise in the use of the HP 49G’s Equation Writerto study limits. Forthis exercise, you will

need to set your machine to ALG ebraic mode (via the key). You will also need to purge the variable

H: FURGEIRED Now you're ready to begin.

For any function,f; its derivative,f", is defined as f’(x) = limDJe for all x,if the Limit exists.

. 2 _42
For the functionf(x) = x*, therefore,this definition becomes f'(x) = lim (x+h)

->

2) x

 

 

  
  

 

   
  

Enter this difference quotient in the Equation Writer:

EWXDEFABa752) (DPORF 2 2
DAClara) (+H)

-RS

H
You should see this:

3Ol ICTA)WT(aT)  

 

Next, press (Ja) to highlightthe entire expression. Then
 

  

 

apply the limit command to the highlighted expression:

EHD) (2) EER) (2) ETE)(AD0)©) (HHH)3
You should now seethis: LIMIT H H=64

The calculator can now evaluate this limit! Highlight the en-EETENEREDET 
tire expression (XA again), and IEE... Voila!

How is this done? Magic? No—people have been evaluating limits long before computer algebra systems.

They simply expanded the quotient expression and looked at its behavior as H became very small...

-~

Use (2JUNDOJ to recoverthe limit expression. First, expand the (%+H3< term:OOIBM. Then
highlight the entire numerator, (a, and to collectlike terms. [IMMA the numerator, yielding

lim H 2X + H)

Hhs . Nowa to highlightthe entire quotient, and IEITH: lim 2(X + H)

Clearly, as H approaches 0, (2X+H) approaches 2X (which you can verify via (2)/aITH)

That's it: You've shown thatiff(x) = x?its derivative is given by f(x) = 2x.

“Ifyou're prompted to choose approximate mode at this point, it means you didntpurgeH before starting. Respond with BEEN, then

pressEET when the limit error is announced. Then do the purge procedure given above and begin the exercise again.
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The Standard Equation of a Parabola

Did you realize that your HP 49G'’s Equation Writer can help you do algebra? For example, it can help you

convert from a parabola’s general equation form to the standard form, by completing the square.
 

First, purge variables # and ¥. Then enter an equation, such

asy = 2x2 — 12x + 16: (EQW)(ALPHATY)(2)

OOOOEURHEEka
 

    

  

  

 

 

 

EDIT[CUREEIGEVAL[FACTO[TERFA

Add (6/2)%2 to both sides: (2) (H(6][=H (2)
OO RAN ETN.
 

 

 

 

EOIT CURS[EIEVAL[FRCTOTERFA

To verify that graphically, just isolate Y: Za (=)(2) (2)

BD (&2J2D/3D). Set theType to
Function, highlight the Eg field, and
 

 

finished graph  [ExtrH: (2.00,-2.00)

The Standard Equation ofa Parabola

  

 

 ETOETTGT

 

To convert to standard form, the first step is to subtract 16

from both sides: (=)(1)(8)(2)ay
 

  

Set INDEF to H,

 
 

 

 

 

EDIT CURS[EIEVAL[FACTO[TERFA

Highlight and factortherightside again: OO

In this standard form, you can tell by inspection that the ver-
tex of the parabola is at (3,-2).
 

FLOT ZETUF  
Type :Functaiohn &:Rad

EQ:cetamean®

Ind2p :ElH _Sinult Connect
H-Tick:10.0 Y-Tack:10.0 Fixels
Enter independent udriable ndHe

EDIT] | [ARESW[ERASE|DRAM

|

then @TEA and EIELE Once you're on the
screen,just press EEA, and you'll

  

see that the vertex is at (3,-2).

5
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Finance: Rebate or Lower Rate?

The financial calculation tools of your HP 49G can help you make big decisions with little work. Compound
interest calculations can seem confusing, butthe basic ideais quite straightforward.

For example, suppose you're in the marketfor a new car. An ad in the local newspaper showsjust the make

and model you've been looking for—and the price is also fair: $18,000. But the dealership is offering the

following choice: They'll either offer you 100% financing (i.e. no down payment) for 4 years, at an annual

interest rate of 2.9%; ORthey'll give you a $1500 cash rebate which can be immediately applied to your pur-

chase price—in which case you'll have to find conventionalfinancing, currently at 8% for a 4 year car loan.

Which is a better deal? Use your HP49G to see if there is a clear cut good choice. First, since you're going

to be dealing with dollars and cents, set the display mode to show only two decimal places: 3
SETHE» . Now you're ready.

 

  

  

Press to go to the TINE YALUE OF HONEY TINE VALUE OF HONEY
screen, which has thesefields: n: [ERE I*YR: A,

FY: @.0808
n: Number of payments to be made. FHT: 8, 88 FoYR: 12,

TAYE: Interest rate(in mixed decimal form). |F'" b.06 End
Fu: Present Value (amountto be financed). [Ent2r no. of payHents or SOLVE

FHT: Periodic Payment amount.

Fu: Future Value (amountLeft to be paid at the end ofthe loan’s term).

FoiRs Number of payments made per year.

End orBeain The point in each period where the payment occurs.

As in any ofthe other numerical solvers, you just enter all known data in the appropriate fields, then high-

light the item you wantto solve for and press EERIE. (And if you exit the screen accidentally, you can get
back to it by pressing again. The values you have already entered willstill be there.)

Start with the 2.9% loan of $18,000. Calculate your monthly payment and total cost under that scenario

by entering these values in their fields: TINE VALUE OF HONEY   

  

  

_ n: 43, I2Yk: 2.9
: 43 FY: 1860A. BA
IZYR: 2.9 FHT: Geis FY: 12.

Fy: 18008 Fv: ©.08 End
FHT: (Skip thisfield for now—press (»)  |enter payHent aneunt or SOLVE

FeyRs 12 [EDIT]| [AHOR[0LE]   
Fi: (No balance left at the end.)

End orBegain Use Emnd—conventional in most loans.

Finally, use the arrow keys to move the highlight back to the FHT field and press EEE. As shown here,

you should get =3F7. 62. This is your “per month” cost for the car under the 2.9% financing option.

Finance: Rebate or Lower Rate? 17



To quickly calculate yourtotal cost over the 4-year term of

the loan, just press to go back to the home screen.

There you'll see that the machine has copied the value you

just solved for(in this case, the payment amount):

You can now simply multiply by the number of payments to £

get the total cost: (to make it positive)
ENTER] Then subtract out the original principal to get the

totalinterest paid: (=)(1)8)0)0J0] (ENTER

 

RAD WYZ HER C= 'H° ALG
HOHE: 11:02. JAN: 02
 

PMT: —-397.62
LERIT[VIEW]RCLTuk[FURGE[CLERF]

RAD #YZ HEX €= *&°
HOHEZ

TE

  
 

ALG
11 10JA0:02
-397.62

ANS C12 %¥-1%48
19885. 96

ANS C1 2-1386888
1885.96

Ol IFNI ESTT(TTA(WT

 

   
There's another easy way to compute interest (and principal) paid. Press (€Q]FINANCE] to return to the TIME
VALUE OF HONEY screen. All should still be as it was when you calculated the FHT amount.
 

  

 

But now press IELITA to moveto the AKGRTIZE screen. Here
you can enter the number of payments you wantto analyze
(in this case 48—press ENTER), then just press Billi

  

AMORTIZE

FayHents: 48,
Frincipal: ERlEE=l=tr
Interest: —1@B5.89

Balance: H,.13 to calculate all

EZIEETTT

Press [ENTERJ(ENTER/ to return to the stack, where these re-

sults have also been copied:

What aboutthe rebate option?

To calculate that scenario’s monthly payment and totalcost,

press (CJFINANCE) once again, then change only what you
need to: At the I#YFfield, type (8]JENTER]. AtFv, type:

B0000SI080OIENE!

 

  

  

     

  

TINE VALUE OF MOREY

hn: 43, IZVR: 2,
FY: 165680. 380
PHT: [elialcig=yl PsYR: 12.
Fv: @.44 End

Enter payHent avount or SOLVE

EDIT]||[aHok[Solve   

18

the other fields.
 

RAD HYZ HEX C= 'H'
LHOMES

AMS C1 2-186088

ALG
i1:12s JAN: 02
 

1885. 96
Principal: -17999.87

Interest: -1885.89 Balance: @.13
EDIT[VIEW|RCLTok[FURGE[CLERFR   

 

  

 

TINE VALUE OF HONEY $
n: 48. I2YR: 8,

FY: 165806. 088
PHT: PsYR: 12.
Fv: 6.806 End  Enter payHent aHount or SOLVE

| oad IIaTTEE

Then, with the cursorat the FHT field, press E133,
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AHORTIZE

Now use the AHORTIZE screen to get the total cost: [ELITH, [FayHents: 43.

then (at the Faynents field): ENTER), Thenjust ELIT: [Principals :
J Interest: —2835., 04

Balance: HH, 16

  

Now you can go back to the stack and find the total cost of
this car by adding those results: 19 335. 84   

(ECIT] || [E+FW]AMOR]

You knew simply by looking at the monthly payment that the 2.9% financing would be cheaper than the

rebate, but now you know how much cheaper: $19,085.90 vs. $19,335.04 over the 48-month term, a differ-
ence of $249.12, or $5.19 per month.

Follow-Up Activity

1. Whatif you were to take the rebate againstthe price ofthe car, but invest the $1500 at a modest 5% rate
for the 48 months?

 

 

 

 

2. Whatif you were to NOT take the rebate but were to save the $5.19 each month at that same modest 5%

rate? Describe how you would calculate the effects ofthis.

 

 

 

 

3. Whatif the cheaperfinancing meant you could only get the loan for 3 yearsinstead of 4? What would

happen to the total cost of the car? Would you still be able to afford it? Why/Why not?
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Solutions to the Follow-Up Activity

I. Assuming an annually compounding savings account, the $1,500 would grow to $1823.26 in the 4 years ($323.26 in interest).

2. That wouldyield$275.15 at the end—an extra $26.03 in interest—merely adding to the advantage ofthe 2.9% financing choice.

3. A 36-month payment would be $522.67per month, significantly higher than either 48-month option. But because ofthe more

rapid payoff, the total cost ofthe car would then be only $18,816.08—byfar the most cost effective. (But can you afford the
higherpayment? Foodfordiscussion.)

Teacher Notes

Skills Used: Compoundgrowth formula

Skills Introduced: Working with the Finance application on the HP49G;
What Amortization means

A word about rounding: Even while displayingjust two decimal places, the HP49G continues to calculate to its full precision in most

areas, including the TINE VALUE OF WOREY screen, But not so at the ANORTIZE screen, which is specifically designed to allow for ‘real-

life,” in that it actually rounds its calculations based upon the current display setting. This leads to the slight discrepancy between

the total costs as calculated from the TVM values (which use all 12 digits ofprecision) as opposed to amortized numbers (which use

only as many decimal places as you specify—usuallyjust 2 digits for dollars and cents, ofcourse). The TVM values will be the more
mathematically accurate; the amortized values will better reflect the real world.

At the TVM screen, the paymentfor the 2.9% loan of$18,000 is computed to be 397.622841491, which you will see ifyou look at all
the digits. But nobody writes a check every month for that amount. The actual amount would be rounded—in this case, downward:

397.62. That means the loan is being slightly underpaid, so the balance (FV) after the 48th paymentis not exactly zero. There's still

aboutthirteen cents owed. You can demonstrate this, by doing “manually” what the RMORTIZE screen does automatically: Enter the

number—=397 . 62 (exactly) into the NT field and then calculateFv. Thusthe finance contract in this case wouldprobably stipulate
in “47 equal payments of$397.62, with a final payment of$397.75.”

Obviously, this is a great placeto discuss rounding significance with the class—and the imprecision ofsuch a precise machine—as

well as howfinance really works. You mightpoint out that sometimesthefinal payment will be less—ifthe mathmatically exactpay-

ment is such that the rounding happens to go in the upward direction, so that the loan was slightly overpaid, leaving a credit balance
at the end.

Anotherpoint: The application ofa state sales tax has an effect on the amountto be financed as well—an issue not addressed in

this activity. That opens up otherissues to discuss, such as the impact ofincluding the tax as part ofthe amount to be financed as
opposed to paying it up front.
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Three Approaches to Limits:

Graphical, Numeric and Analytical

The idea oflimitis centralto calculus. To best understand limits, it helps to consider them in different ways.
In this activity, you'll explore limits using three different approaches: numeric, graphical, and analytical.

Take a look at the functionf(x) = (2x — 4)/(x* — 4), for values of x close to 2.

 

With the calculator in defaultsettings, press ($3]20/3D]. If the ¢ FLOT SETUP
Type:Function Rad

plot Typis something other than Function, press IIH, |pa*
highlight Functien, and press The INDEF field
names the independent variable for the graph and table. If it |Indep:¥ _SiHult «Connect
is other than i, highlight it now, and press (ENTER), The [H-Tack:10. ¥-Tick:10. Pixels

i Enter Function(s) to plot
20-20 FLOT SETUF screen should now look like this: ATR] CTEETTRT

 

     
FFLOT - FUNCTIONS

Go to the EQ field and enterthe function:

ITE(NT)IEE2X)EHOOoOOHEY)(OD
(=)(4) ENTER). The screen should appear as shown.

TRELE FETUF
 

  
Start:1.?7
Step: 1
COOH: MH. fHall Font

Next, press (69) TBLSET] and set up the table as shown here: Type: 2
 

   Choose table Fornat
(ICTTII(<F:TiT¥ICT

Finally, press to look at the resulting table, which

should resemble this screen. Notice that when x = 2, f(x) is

not defined. To take a closer look at that region, kndown
the table to highlight the row at x = 2. Press

to zoom in. Notice how the increment between adjacent x-values in the table then reduces by a ctor of 4;

where before they were 0.1 apart, now they're .025 apart. Zoom in at x = 2 a couple more times.

      

1. Use the calculator’s table of values to fill in this table:

Xx 1.9953125 1.996875 1.9984375 2 2.0015625 2.003125

fix)

 

 

        
 

2. What happens to the values off(x) as x gets close to 2?
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How does this limit look on a graph? Find out. PLOT HINDOW - FUNCTION S888

Press (WIN) and set yourviewing window as shown here: (Indep Lou: Default High:DeFault

 

H-YigH:-&.5 6.5
Y-Vigu:-3.1 3.2

Step: IF _Fixels
 

  
   
 

 J

Z00H[iiTRACE]

N Enter aind2p ude ancreHent

—I EDIT]|AUTO[ERASE]DRAM

i So Now pressETEEITLE. You should see something likethis.
[there is a bug in v1.10 that keeps the entire graph from being   

3 IAIN drawn.

Press HERI and use the arrow keysto investigate the behavior of the function near x = 2.

3. What happensto the graph off(x) as x gets close to 2?

 

 

 

Can you determine the behavior ofthis limit analytically—with algebra? Press until you get back

to the stack. Press(€3]Y=), highlight the expression ¢2#¥—4 3 (¥*2-43, and EI. This will take you

to the Equation Writer. Press (CALC)2]ENTER] (2]ENTER) (=2]=) (2), to apply the limit command atx
approaching 2. Press (XA to highlight the limit expression, then to evaluate it.

4.

 

What did the calculator give for lim 2x-47
h-2 x2 -4

How does the calculators answer compare with your answers from the table and graph?

 

 

 

Press to recover youroriginallimit expression. Press &’Iso thatjust 2-4 is select-

ed, then to factor the numerator. Press») to factor the denominator. The numerator
and denominator have a common factor,so press ZaBI to simplify. What does the original quo-

tient simplify to?
 

These two expressions, (2¥x—4 >» (X*2-42 and its simplified cousin, are equal for all values of ¥

except 2. But when you're taking a limit as # approaches 2, you're not concerned with the function’s
behavior at2. What does the simplified limit evaluate to?
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Limits at Infinity

What happens to a function of x as x gets arbitrarily large? That's a different sort of limit, one whose
“approach” is customarily denoted as x—o.

For example, look at 2x-4

 

TRELE SETUP  
Step: 1
cool: 10.  SHall Fontx2 -4

If necessary, press (CANCEL) to getto the stack. Then press

(C[TBLSET) and change yoursettings as shown:

Type:

  Choose table ForHat

__cHons]|CANCL]oR |  
8. Now press (EQ)TABLE] and fill in this table:

 

x -0.3

g(x)

-0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2
 

        
 

9. Position the highlight bar on x = 0, and press NZ to zoom out ofthe table. Doing so

multiplies the increment between adjacent table inputs by a factor of 10. Notice thatf is undefined at x

=-2and atx =2. Why?
 

10. With the row at x = O highlighted, zoom out ofthe table three more times, paying attention to how the

inputs and outputs change as you do so. Fill in this table of values:

x -3000 -2000 -1000 0

g(x)

 

1000 2000
 

        
 

1. Looking at the table, what can you say about lim 23 ?
 

 

Explore this limit graphically. Use and to prepare as shown in the screens below. (Be

sure to change to IEEI3A, as shown, so that the coordinate axes will not be drawn.)

SRE PLOT NINDOM - FUNCTION 3EBEE FLOT SETUP S5ssssssssssssiss
 

 

   

 

H-YigH:-&.5 6.5 Type :Function é:Rad
v-vienEEN 3.2 EQ:
Indep LoH: DeFault High:DeFault

Step: 1 vFixels
      Indep: H _ SiHult   

vy Connect

Enter HiniHuH ugrtaical uglug

HEETEGEETET
Enter Function(=) to plot

| EDIT]| |wHES[ERASE]DRAM|

Press ATE FTTH, then IIL HEIN,set the H-Facteor to

18, and BETEE. Then press (“Horizontal Zoom

Out”). The window is re-sized, multiplying the inter-column y

distance by 4 (without affecting the inter-row distance). Now

zoom out horizontally twice more. You should see this:

 

   

 

Lag WOTRACE]FCN
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12.

13.

Except at x = O, the graph looks flat. What does this tell you about the outputs from the function, f?

 

What doesthis say about lim 2x-4 7
X = 00 x2 _ 4 

14. Press (CANCEL AYE to take your function to the Equation Writer. Then apply the limit com-

24

 

mand: (CALC) (ENTER) (ENTER) (X)(2) Press (2)/a\, then to evaluateit.

What does the CAS evaluate lim 2x -4 tobe? How does
X = 00 2

X -

this compare with your answers to numbers 11 and 13?

 

 

In number 6 above, you found that lima lim —2 5 The numerator, 2, stays constant;
— 00 32 - 4 X 500 x +

the denominator, x + 2, gets infinitely large with x. The quotient, therefore, approaches O.
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Teacher Notes

This activity can be used early in the chapter on limits. It lets students explore the idea of limits from a multi-representational
approach: numerically through a table ofvalues, graphically, and algebraically with the use ofthe calculator’s computer algebra

system. Sincethis activity would usually be covered early in the year, very little familiarity with the calculatoris assumed.

Answers

1 x 1.9953125 1.996875 1.9984375 2 2.0015625 2.003125

fix) 0.5005866 0.5003909 0.5001954 undef 0.4998048 0.4996097

2 Asx approaches 2, it appears that the values off(x) approach 0.5.

3. Asx approaches 2, it appears that the vertical coordinates ofpoints on the graph off approach 0.5.

4. 05

5. They are all the same.

 

7 2 or 0.5,

8 x -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2

g(x) 1.176471 1.111111 1.052632 1 0.952381 0.9090909

9. Atx =2andx =-2 the value ofx’4 becomes 0, and division by 0 is not defined.

10. x -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000 2000

8(x) -0.000667 -0.001001 -0.002004 1 0.001996 0.000999

Il. As, it appears the values off(x) approach O.

12. Since the graph flattens out, the values off are getting close to one another.

13. Outputs getting close to one anotheroffer evidence thatthe limit exists. Tracing on the graph indicates that the limit is O.

14. 0, the same as indicated from the table and graph.
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Three Approaches to the Derivative:
Graphical, Numeric and Analytical

What does a derivative “look like?” How does it behave? Here's an exercise that gives you three different

ways to think about a derivative.

As you know, for any function, g(x), its derivative, g(x), is defined as lim 8&* +1) — 8) forall x,
h-0 h

if the Limit exists. For the function g(x) = sin(x), this definition becomes g'(x) = lim sin(x + A) - sin(x)
h-0

h
 First purge the variables X and H. Then to evaluate this limit,

start by entering it into the HP 49G’s Equation Writer and

 

CA: MODES

 

Indep war:¥
using the symbolic algebra tools. Hodulo: 2

—NUHeric _ Approx — CoHp Lex

First, set the modescorrectly. Press (MODE) BEETEM, and make [5 verbose _Stepsitep _ Incr Fo 
PRigorous ¥ Simp Non-Rational
Don't ZiHplify I¥I to ¥7?

EIT]  [wioHE] CAOCL]oR

 

    
sure your screen appears as shown here:

 Press to accept the mode settings, then go to |
the equation writer, (EQW). Enterthe difference quotientfirst:

SINX) (H) (ALPHA[H)(2) (BH) SNX)(2)RS Bitri
(ALPHA[H). Now highlight the entire expression, (Ja, —0

then apply the limit command to the highlighted expression:
(GJCALC) (2)ENTER]2JENTER) (ALPHATH) (2) (0)(Da,
  

 

| EVAL [FRCTOITERFH

IF EET appears in the menu (i.e.if the “big” fontis currently selected) changeit to BEET (press it once)
to select the smaller font, so that you can see the entire expression.

The calculatoris fully capable of evaluating this limit—press IEA... Voila!

How is this done? Magic? No—people have been evaluating limits long before computer algebra systems.

They simply expanded the quotient expression and looked atits behavior as H became very small...

Press to recoverthe limit expression. Now use a trigonometric identity to expand SIH (+H.
PressOI3, which will highlight SIH (¥+H3. Then press HEE, which will apply the trig identity
SINCA+E)Y=SIH(RY*COS (BY+COS (AY %SINCBY. Press ANA) to highlight the entire quo-
tient. Now split the fraction into two terms by applying FARTFREAC

Now you have the following limit expression, equivalent to youroriginal:

lim COSX)SIN(H) , (COS(H) - 1)SIN(X)
H-0 H H
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To find the limit of a sum, notice that you can find the sum of the limits (of each addend). Also, note that in

the first term, COS £43 does not depend on H, so it can be factored through the limit. Similarly, in the sec-
ond term, SIH Cx can be factored through. All you really need to do is find how SIH ¢(H»~H and
(COS (H>—12-H behave forH near 0. To do that, use the calculators table and graphing features.

 

First, press (CJCOPY) to make a copy of the expression in the
Limit, as shown here.

  

 

Now press (CANCEL) (69]2D/3D) and set Type to Function.

Then (G)Y=) EEE EET («)>) CLEAR
In the Equation Writer, (®JPASTE] the expression you copied
earlier. Now delete the second addend, &/ (PD

Your display should now appearlike this:

 

  
   EDIT CURSEIGEVAL[FACTO[TERFA)

AE To delete the COS €4 7 factor, pressOT

H (JOEL). Your display should appear as shown here.     EDIT CUESETGEVAL[FACTO[TERFA
Press [ENTER] to put that expression into Y'1. Then press EEREE2(EE

ETT («) (0) CLEAR) (2)PASTE] to use the original expres- TH

sion, andI (IDEL). Your display should look like this:

  

  

 

  
   

  

3 ICTrlITT(TF)TP

PressIA(BD (GIDEL). Yourdisplay should
H appear as shown here (left).

Press (ENTER) to put that expression into ‘2. ELIT CURSBIGEVAL[FRETO[TERFH

Now press and set up your plot as shown below, left. (Be sure to change the independent vari-

able toH.) Then press and set up the as shown below,right.

  

EEE PLOT SETUF TRELE SETUF
Type:Function : start :SEI
FINCH) COZiHI-17 Step: .1

} | ZO00H: Y, v SHall Font
: ticIndep:H __SiHult Connect Type: AutoHati

H-Tick:10. Y-Tick:10. w#Fixels
Enter Function(s) to plot Enter starting value
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Press (€2JTABLE) IEAM. PressTI’»] to position the cursor on the row with H=id and in the column
with SINCHY “H. Zoom in to the table twice, by pressing IE FIT BT, and you'll see out-
puts for SIM CHI <H and (1-C0E CHI +H for values of H near O.

1. What does it appear lim SIN(H) is?
HH-0
 

2. What does it appear lim COSH) is?
H-0 H
 

Go back to your separated, factored limit expression:

lim (Sex + H)- SND) = COSCY) lim SINGH) + SINGO im ( LO) - 1 )
H-0 H Hoo

Replace each limit expression on the right hand side ofthis equation with your answers from above.

 

 

3. Whatis lim fu+ H) - SINX) \?
H-0 H

4. If g(x) = sin(x), what is its derivative, g'(x)?
 

Take a graphical and numerical look at this result. Press highlight the INDEF field, and press

to change the independentvariable to i. Press EITM Enterthe
expression (SIH (a+. B81 2-SIN C227. 881 forY'l . (Thisis the difference quotient for SIH (X32,
with a small value, . B81, substituted for H.) Enter the expression COS C2 for 2.

Press ATE TIT to see the graphs.

5. Trace on the two graphs, observing function outputsfor different inputs. What do you notice?

 

 

6. What does this tell you about the derivative ofthe function g(x) = sin(x)?

 

 

 

TRELE ZETUF

 

Start:0.
Step: 1
2o0H: Y, vw SHall Font

Press (62 TBLSET), and set up the table as shown here: Type: LULL DRS

  Choozg table ForHat

 

Then press and look at the resulting table of values.
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7. What do you notice about the table ofvalues forthe difference quotient and COS C2?

 

8. What does this numerical evidence tell you aboutthe derivative of sin(x)?
 

9. How could you change the definition of Y1 to make the values of Y1 and Y2 even closer?
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Teacher Notes

This activity introduces the idea ofthe derivative function, and introduces connections between the graph ofa function and its deriv-

ative. Students should know the definition ofderivative at a point. They should also be familiar with defining functions and looking

at graphs and tables before doing this activity. Most keystrokes are shown, but some familiarity with graphs and tables is assumed.

As a further exploration, students can investigate the difference in behavior between the difference quotient definition ofderivative,

sin(x + h) - sin(x - h)

2h

They can do this by looking at the errors in the two approximations—subtracting the exact value ofthe derivative from the difference

quotient (or symmetric difference quotient) approximation.

covered here and the symmetric difference quotient, which states g’(x) = lim
h->0

Answers

lL 1

2 0

3. cost)

4. cosk)

5. The two graphs are virtually indistinguishable in the default viewing window.

6. This gives graphical evidence that the derivative ofsin(x) is cos(x).

7. The outputs from the difference quotient are very close, but not exactly equal, to the outputs from cos(x).

8. The answer to number 7gives numeric support to the conclusion that the derivative ofsin(x) is cost).
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The Derivative and Differentiability
What's the value of the derivative of a function at a point? How doesits behavior compare to that of the
function itself? When doesn't a derivative exist? You can answerall of these questions by using the differ-
ence quotient definition of derivative and your HP 49G calculator.

First, with the calculator in default modes(use the [{¥3l option on the screens,if necessary), define
F ¢d=x"3: (Qos)(2 ALPHATF) (JO (OD (EF) ENTER

Then define DR ¢5 HI = (F ¢¥+H)—F XX) 3-H : (G[DEF)(2) (ALPHA|D)ALPHA)QS)
(212) (ALPHATH) (OD (2)=) (QO) (APRAFO) (X) (3B) (ALPRATH) (CO BD) APRAFIO) XX(BD
(2 (=] (ALPHATH) (ENTER)

DE {Xs HJ represents the change inwith respectto the change in ¥ between the two points (4s F €%3 3

and (K+Hs F CX+H2 >. In other words, it is measuring the slope ofthe line through those two points.

Now press (€2]2D/3D), and check the Type of the plot. If it is not Function, press BIER, highlight
Function, and press 3down to the INDEF field and press (ALPHAH)ENTER] to changethe inde-
pendentvariable to H. Press CLEAF to clear existing functions in EQ, then ITH

Key in DE. 85 HY: (OD(JCLEAR] (ALPHA]DJALPHA]Q) (<5)()) 8)SPC) (ALPHAH) (ENTER)
 
 

3_Q3
You will be approximating lim (8+H)-8

H-0

by storing values in H that get closer and closer to 0 and then looking at the corresponding values of
DR Ca. 5, Ha.

Press (&9)20/3D), The screen should look as shown here:

 

  FLOT SETUF
Type:Function &:Rad
Ee:DQC.2,H)

Indep:[IH _SiHult Connect
H-Tack:10. V¥-Tick:10. + Fixels

Enter andependent variable ndHe

AO] AZE]
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Press and 3’ down to Type. Press MITE, highlight Bui Ld Your kn and press EETHE

1.

6. What do you getfor the limit?
#=—H. 8 and represents the slope ofthe line tangentto the graph of ¥'=X"3 at¥=—. 8.

Press to go to the table, and type in the values requested for H to fill in the table below.

(Shortcut: After doing the first column ofthe table, press to go back to the stack. Press
and lookfora soft key labeled (Press (NXT), as needed, to find it) Now press

When you go back to the table, all values in the H column will have been multiplied by -1!

Rememberthis tip; it will come in handy laterin this activity.)
 

 

 

 

 

H DQ(0.8,H) H DQ(0.8,H)

0.1 -0.1

0.01 -0.01

0.001 -0.001

0.0001 -0.0001     
 

3 3

What do youthink 1, +H) (iethe right-hand limit) is?
H-0* H
 

What do you think ir, (8+H)-8 (i.e. the left-hand limit) is?
H-0 H

 

Does your answer here agree with the right-hand limit? . It should—if not, check
your work! This limit is the derivative of #™3 at X=. 8. It represents the slope ofthe line tangentto

the graph of F (x 3=x"3 at x=0. 5.

Press NZ to change the expression in Et to DE (—=@. 5, HY.

Press andfill in values for H as before, to approximate 1; (--8 +H)(-.8)° .

 

 

 

 

     

H-0 H

H DO(-.8,H) H DO(-.8,H)
0.1 -0.1

0.01 -0.01

0.001 -0.001

0.0001 -0.0001
 

 
This value is the derivative of #3 at

 

Press (69)20/3D), I” down to INDEF, then (XJENTER) to reset the independentvariable to ¥. Press
ETT (ALPHATF9]OX] (ENTER). Press BEIT again, then (ALPHA] JD]1]

ALPHA FTO]18) (CD (JOIX) F [2k (ALPHATFTO)-8) ENTER
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SRFLAT - Funcyzen Your FLT - FUNCTION screen should appear as shown here.

The expression d1F €. &2 gives the slope of the line tan-

gent to the graph of F at =. 3 i.e. F'(.8). Thus the equa-

tion for %'2 is the Taylor form ofthe equation ofthe tangent
line to the graph of Y=1r"3 at x=8. 8.

 

 

 

HEEB PLOT HINDOM - FUNCTION SEE8EE
H-YieH:-&.5 £.5

Press (62)WIN) and set your window upas shown here: ani3 : 1era Lt HighaLt
Step: 1. Fixels

ERE FLOT SETUP Sens Indep step units are pixels?  
  ELIT [+CHE]AUTO[ERASE]DRAM

Then press and check that the settings agree with
those shown here.    Indep: H _SiHult v Connect

H=-Tack:10. VY-Tack:10. «Fixels

Enter Function(sl to plot

(E50 IEE=DAEELTTE

Finally, press ETAT to graph F (2 and the tan- [——t—t—t—t— 7? tmp
gent line. Your graph should look like this: {;

1

PressITTIEF, and use (PD to trace over to $=. 8. 2H[iWTRACE]Fin[EDIT[ChncL

Then press any menu key through to recover the menu. Now press ETE. Comparethis

value with your answer from above.

   
 

   
  

Press to get off the graph screen, then Highlight '*2, and press IEIN. Press \/3’
DFAADOT(DEFADODD(+/-)([ENTER). This should change all the « 8's to
—. 8's and therefore make ¥2=d1F (~. 82% (¥+8,83+F (8.8). Press [ITH to graph F ¥¥> and

YZ to see the tangentto the graph of '=x"2 at #=-8. 8. Trace over to #==8. 8, press any menu key

to recover the menu, then and choose *LOFE. Compare this value with your answer from above.

7. What do you notice about the two tangent lines?
 

 

8. Try to offer an explanation forthis. Can you generalize?
 

 

 

Press (CANCEL and delete YZ. Press EIETN and see the graph of ¥=X"3. Press
BEETrace along to ¥=. 8, then to ¥=—. 8. For any given ®, the ¥ coordinate on the graph ofF"

tells you the slope of the line tangent to F at that #.
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Part 2

Press to get back to the stack. Not all functions behave as well as a simple polynomial like X"3.
Try repeating this activity for F ¢x3=1+ABS (COS (m*x-22 2, at w=1.

First, define F ¢X2: (2) (ALPHAJF]aJO)X) (OD (2)=) (1) (&)ABS) (JarX]XI]2) (ENTER
Press AUT ICT,then (ALPHA]DJALPHA]Q) (<q)O)1JSPCYALPHA]H) (ENTER),
to put DQ 1, HY into EQ. Press (69)20/3D), I down to INDEF, and press (ALPHAJH] (ENTER) to change
the independent variable back to H.

0.

10.

1.

12.

13.

36

 

Press to go to the table. It is important that you evaluate both a left-hand and a right-hand
limit for the difference quotient. (Recall the trick of taking -TAB and storing it to TAB,to get the values

on the opposite side of O quickly.) Record your values in this table:

 

 

 

 

       
 

 

 
 

H DQ(1,H) H DQ(1,H)

0.1 -0.1

0.01 -0.01

0.001 -0.001

0.0001 -0.0001

What is {im (1 + ABS(cos(a(1+H)/2))) — (1 + ABS(cos(a(1)/2))) 2

H->0* H

Whatis (jm (1 + ABS(cos(m(1+H)/2))) — (1 + ABS(cos(n(1)/2))) 2
H->0 H

What is [im (1 + ABS(cos(a(1+H)/2))) — (1 + ABS(cos(n(1)/2))) =»
 

 

H->0 H

You should be able to observe from the table values that the two-sided limit (and hence the derivative)

does not exist for F Cx 3=1+AEBS (COS (r¥x-22 3 at¥=1. Can you observe this graphically, too?

Press ($2)2D/3D), arrow down to IRDEF, and press to change the independent variable back

to ¥. Highlight the Eg field and press (211) (ALPHA]F]&]O)X] LIXIN Then press
to graph the derivative. How doesit differ from the derivative ofX37
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Teacher Notes

Before doing this activity, students should be relatively familiar with defining functions, and looking at graphs and tables. They
should understand the language oflimits, including what is meant by one-sided limits. The activity is appropriate to use any time

after the definition ofderivative has been covered. It is particularly useful to demonstrate the difference between a function that is
differentiable at a point, and a function thatis not differentiable at a point.

 

 

 

 

      
 

 

 

 

 

      
 

Answers

' H DQ(0.8,H) H DQO(0.8,H)
0.1 2.17 0.1 1.69
0.01 1.9441 20.01 1.8961
0.001 1.922401 20.001 1.917601
0.0001 1.92024001 20.0001 1.91976001

2 Aboutl192

3. Aboutl192

4. Yes

> H DQ(-.8,H) H DO(-8,H)
0.1 1.6 0.1 2.17
0.01 1.8961 0.01 1.9441
0.001 1.917601 0.001 1.922401
0.0001 1.91976001 20.0001 1.192024

6. About l.92

7. The two tangent lines have equal slopes.

8. For an odd function, the slope at (f(x)is the same as the slope at (xf(-x)). The symmetry in the graph ofan odd function

guarantees this.

H

0.1

0.01

0.001

0.0001

10. 1570796

DQO(1

1.564345

1.570732

1.570796

1.570796

The Derivative and Differentiability

DQ(1

-1.56434

-1.57073

-1.5708

-1.5708
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1. -15708

12. The limit does not exist, since the two one-sided limits are different.

13. Here, the derivative takes bigjumps at every integer value ofx.
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The Derivative and Approximations

No matter how “wavy and curvy” the graph of a function may look from a distance, when you look atit
closely—very closely—it usually begins to resemble a straight line. This suggests that you might be able

to approximate the function with a line in that very limited region. In this activity, you're going to see how

zooming in to a graph can help you investigate the behaviors of such function approximations. You'll dis-

cover some startling results about the tangent line approximation to a curve near the point of tangency.

You'll also be amazed to compare the behaviors ofthe errors resulting from two different approximations to
the derivative.

PowerZooming

Zooming in on the graph of function—at a point where the function is differentiable—should produce a

line whose slope is equal to the derivative ofthe function at the point, so long as you zoom with equal scal-

ing horizontally and vertically. Otherwise you can't detect differentiability. You can see this when you com-

pare the results of zooming with equal and unequal factors.

For example, zooming in on the graph off(x) = x” at (0,0) with equalscaling factors should produce a hor-

izontal line. Try it. FLOT SETUP
TypR:Function s:Rad

First, press (69]2D/3D TEESITNT) to reset E41
the plot setup to default values. Then useI to highlight .

Indep:  _finult «Connect
the Et field, and press ENTER] Be sure your screen [H-Tick:1i0. ¥-Tick:10. Pixels

 

 

  
 

   

 

agrees with the one shown here: Tok independent variable naHe

EERE PLOT HINDON - FUNCTION $3555
H-vieECE £.5
Y-tigu:-2.1 3.2 TmIndep Lon: Default High:Derault Next press (SIWNINXTEEIE(NXT) to reset the

Step: Default  _Fixels viewing window to defaults, as shown here.

Enter HiniHuH horizental value
EDIT] |[AUTO[ERASE]OFAN

Then press EEANTTTN, and you should see this graph: |———+—t+—+— — ttt

   
IS ITE
RU, DETR

SERRE 00H FACTORSR

H-Factor: 4,

V=-Factor: 4,

MRecenter on cursor

     

  

    

Press FIN and set the options as shown here.

 Recenter plot on Cursor?

EDIT  [wcHE] [CANCL]0k
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Press BUM then EEETM to zoom in to the graph at (0,0). [—+—+——— —t—t—t—t

    

 

EDIT [CANCL

Press IETHERthree more times.
 

 Notice how the graph flattens out, suggesting that the deriv-

ative off(x) = x* at (0,0) is O.      1
JECTEETRWREl(TE

Z00H FACTOR
Now,press HRIIETRETand set the zoom fac- [H=Factor: 4,
torsto 4 and 16 for H=Facter and ¥-Facter, as shown:  Ju_racter: 16.

  

 
 

BMRecenter on Cursor

  Recenter plot on Cursor?

EDIT] [vwioHE] [CAncL]OB

Press ETOBFEATM to zoom in.

  
 

   
[Zoi[ekTRACE]Fon[E0IT[CAncLiT you repeatedly zoom in to this graph at (0,0) with these

particular unequal zoom factors,its shape remains unchanged. Why? Because you are repeatedly multi-

plying the screen positions of your X-values by 4 and your Y-values by 16.

   

Consider a point on your graph, (X4, ¥,), which is (XX42). After you zoom in,this point appears on the

screen at (Xp, Yz) = (4X16X72) = (4X,, (4X"still on the curve Y = X°. By contrast, if the X- and

Y- zoom factors had instead been, say, 4 and 8, your new point would have appeared at (4X4, 8X,= 4X,

(4X2), which is not on Y = X%it's on Y = X2/2, which is flatter.

In general, if you zoom in by a factor of z horizontally and z" vertically (call it a power zoom of degree n)
on the graph offix) = x",the graph’s shape will remain unchanged. If you power zoom in with degree n on

a graph offx) = x, where m > n, the graph will become Flatter; if m < n, the graph will become steeper.

 

 

2 FLOT - FUNCTION Try this. Press to exit the graph screen, then

1=X IEE(XY%)3) (ENTER)EET(X)YX)4) (ENTER) to enterthe
omy? functions shown here.

EERE FLOT HINDOM - FUNCTION $EE8E
H-YigH:-.&5 .&5
U-Yigu:-.21
Indep Lou: Default High:DeFault

Then press (QJWIN). Enterthe values shown here for H=¥ian Step: Default _Fixels

and ¥-Yiau.   Enter HAXiHUH ugrtacal ypglug

HTN(3EA dL
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Then press EEAITITH

 

 

H-Factor: 4,

V-Facter: 64, 

 

    Recenter plot on

EDIT] [vwCHE

200K FACTOR

MRecenter on curser

 

 CUrSor?s

Now press BET once.
 

 

 

     EYELATA
 

 

 

   

 

On the graph screen, press BATand enter the zoom
factors shown here. Notice that the ¥=-Factaor is the cube of

the H=Factor. In other words, n = 3.

 

.. and again: EET

 

 

   
   Ta

   
NTR

The graph of y = x> (where m = 3 = n) stays unchanged; the graph of y = x* (where m = 2 < n) gets steep-

er; the graph ofy = x* (where m = 4 > n) flattens out. This fact lets you measure how well two graphs (such

as a function and its linear approximation) agree near a point. You graph the difference between the two

functions, zoom in with various power zooms to observe how thatdifference graph behaves, and thereby dis-

cern the order of agreementofthe original two graphs.

For example, to compare the graph ofy = sin(x), withits tan-

gentline, y = x, at x = 0, press

CTE (NXT) BETH (X) (5) (SINIX) (ENTER) (WIN) (NXT)
HE IEIXTN, to seethis graph:

 

 

 

 

H-Factor: 4,

Y-Factor: 16,

Recenter plot on

EDIT] [+CHE]

 

IlRecenter on Cursor

Cursor?

|____[ANCL]ok
 

 

 

  
THT)
Lig 1  

rar
el], | I

~~

o
n  

Fh
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To learn more about this difference function, try a power

zoom—start with a degree (n) of 2. Press ACTRENN
enterthe factors shown here (Left).

Press EEE (0 see the graph change (below Left).
Press BEET to see it change again (below right).

o
 

  

 

   
T JCAMNCL
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  The graphs are getting flatter as you zoom, suggesting that Z00H FACTOR

you need to increase the degree, , of your power zoom. [H=Facter: 4,

V-Factor: 64,

So press FITIH1 to get back to the defaultview, then MEccenter on cursor
FHI, and try degree of3 instead, as shown:   Recenter plot on Cursor?

EDIT]  [wCHE] [CARCL]OK

Now BEET to zoom... Then zoom again: IEELE BEM...

    

  

&*

[ECTCPTEEEET

You can see that the graph remains unchanged. You can therefore say that the order of agreement between

sin(x) and x atx = 0s 3.

  

      EEEE EE   

1. Ifyou're using one function to approximate another, you'd like a higher order of agreement, since high-

er degree powerfunctions approach zero quickly, and stay near zero over a wider interval. Explain why
power functions behave this way.

 

 

 

What's so special about the tangent line?

You can use this same analytic tool—power zooming on a difference graph—to examine some Calculus

concepts. First of all, why use the tangent line to approximate a function near a given point (the point of

tangency)? Any otherline intersecting the curve at that point could be used to approximate. What's so spe-

cial about the tangentline? Try an example.

In%'1, define the difference (error) function between the

function y = €* and its tangent line at (0,1).  
FLOT - FUNCTION

In %'2, define another, similar difference function, but with a

slightly non-tangentline that intersects y = e* at (0,1).

Press E38, then

EIR (X) (+) (1) 5)(Je (XI ENTER)

IEEE (1))2)X) (5 (1) (3 (JeX[X) (ENTER)

1 —-

 

0 ITOIT(TT(ESTT
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FLOT HINDON - FUNCTION H88E

H-vizu :EEE £.5
U-YigH:-2.1 7.4
Indep LoH: DeFault High:DefFault

Step: DefFqult _Faxel:z

 
Enter HiniHuH horizontal value    

  RESET] CALC[TYFES] JCANCL]0k

Nowjust press EITTN,to see this:

2. Why is the tangent line error negative?

Next, press (WIN AEE] \T/ ITH, to setthe plot
window as shown here.

 

 
2
TT

  

 

[200K [ilva[TRACE]Fon[EDIT[CRncL]

 

 

  
Z00H FACTOR

H-Factor: &,

Y-Factor: 16.

MRecenter on cursor

  

  

Recenter plot on Cursor?      
EDIT] [wrcHE] [CANCL]ok

Press IE, and back on the graph, press HEIN.

Zoom in a few more times, observing how the graphs change. The shape ofthe error of the tangent line

remains unchanged; the shape ofthe error of the other line becomes steep and linear. Steep erroris bad!
 

 

   AN
Ag;   

3. What is the practicalsignificance ofthe difference in behavior(i.e. quadratic for the tangentline and lin-

Press EET® and set H-Factor to 4 and V-Factorto 16

for a degree 2 power zoom.

 

 

 

  

 

[20H[0HTRACE]

 

 

|
 

  
  

earfor the “other” line) ofthe errors in these two linear approximations of e*?

7
Lia YI|TERCE

[
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Comparing the Difference Quotient to the Symmetric Difference Quotient

You can also use this same zooming technique to analyze the errors in using a one-sided difference quo-

tient to approximate the derivative of a function at a point, as compared with the two-sided or symmetric dif-

ference quotient.

To create an example that doesjust that, you need to define some functions on the home screen. Press
CANCEL as necessary to return to the stack.

First, define F(X) = arctan(X): 2JAPHAIFGO) (DE)

Next, define the one-sided different quotient, DQ(X,H) = (F(X+H)-F(X))/H:

(2)(EQ) (ALPHA]DJALPHA]Q) Orel)
(SIO)X] (3) (ALPHATH) (C32 (C0 (5) (ALPHA)(OX)(0(OD (CD (OD (+) (ALPHATH)
(2X2(COPY) [ENTER] (ENTER). (This copying will save you keystrokes below.)

 

 

Now enter the symmetric difference quotient, SDQ(X,H) = (F(X+H)-F(X-H))/(2H):

(211) [EaW) (2JPASTE)I (ALPHA ALPHA] STD]QJALPHA] (4)
OOO»- Oo

 

In order to measurethe errorin each of these approximations, you need to know the exactvalue ofthe deriv-

ative of arctan(X) at some value of X. The calculator knows the formula, which you'll define as another

function, D(X): (22JALPHAID] (GO) XI (OD(2)EW)(213) (X) (3D (ALPHAFT[JX]
kay

Now you're ready to define, graph, and look at a table of values for your two error functions. Before you

do so, however, you'll need to press and change the Type to Function, if necessary. Also,

change INBEFto H (by highlighting the INDEF field and pressing JALPHATH). After all, you'll be

expressing the two errorsas functions of H (the incrementin X) in each ofthe two approximations.

Now enter the function DQ(A,H)-D(A), the error in using the one-sided difference quotient to approxi-

mate the derivative of ATAN CX} at X = A: RTA ICT BET (ALPHA)DJALPHA)Q)
(&]()) (ALPHA ALPHA] (DD) (=) (ALPHA]D) (GJ0) ENTER

Do likewise for the symmetric difference quotient error: ETT (ALPHAJALPHA] SDJQJALPHA) (&]0)
(ALPHA]A]SPC)(ALPHATH)(=) (ALPHA]D) ((q]0) (ALPHA] (ENTER),
 

 

FLOT = FUNCTION

Y1=DR(A,H)-DI(A)
The Y= screen should look like this: Y2=5DR(A,HI-D(A)
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Press to go back to the stack. You can choose any value for 4,since the arctangentis differentiable

forall X. Use A =0.5. Press (-J5)(STOPJALPHAJA)(ENTER)
 

 

 Press (WIN)(NXT)33]3THE(NXT) ETESETL——
Your graphs should looklike this.

    
4. Compare the errors in the two different derivative approximations in this default window.

 

 

5. Why do both errors seem to approach zero as values of H approach zero?

 

 

 

 

 

00M FACTOR

H-Factor: 4,

Press HITTand setthefactors as shown here. Note ju_pactor: 16.
that this represents a power zoom of degree 2.

 

[MRecenter on cursor
   Recenter plot on Cursor?

[EDIT][CHE] JCARCL]OF

ee vst, Press HECTHE BFFand you'll get the graph shown here.

  

T
r

 

 

   
[200M[oiTRACE]FOn[EDIT[CANCL] 

a 2 —d
 

2

 

   
One more zoom in and you'll see this graph:    

EATS Ag]

Keep in mind what you're looking at here. You're seeing the errors in using the difference quotient (DQ) and
the symmetric difference quotient (SDQ) to approximate the derivative off(x) = arctan(x) at x = 0.5. The

errors are graphed here as functions of H, the increment in x (sometimes called Ax).

The results are amazing! The error in DQ appears to be linear—and the graph getssteeper as you perform

a degree-2 power zoom. The error from using the SDQ appearsto behave like a quadratic;its shape remains

essentially unchanged as you do a degree-2 power zoom. (Again: steep error is bad, and higher-degree
behavior in error functions is better than lower-degree behavior.)
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6. Explain why the error from both approximations gets larger as H gets farther from O forthis function.

 

 

 

I's interesting to examinethis same activity numerically by zooming in to the table of values near X=0.

 

TRELE SETUF  
Start:0.
Step: (001

Press (CANCEL) to getoff the graph screen, then (<QJTBLSET] |Zg0n: 10. Plsnall Font

Set upthe table as shown here: Type: AUtoHgtic

  Display table using sHaAll Font?

[EDIT] |»CHE] JCARCL]OR|

 

 

Now press It should Looklike this:

  
   

 

Notice that '1, the Dil error, has a constant difference of about .00032, indicating linearity. For %'2, the

SDR error, the second differences are constant.
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Teacher Notes

This activity is definitely bestperformed as a teacher-directed exercise, perhaps with a studentperforming the keystrokes. The syntax

can be a bit daunting, but the mathematical rewards are ample and make the effort worthwhile. The notion ofusing zooming as an

analytic tool is relatively new. It is worth introducing early to students, andrevisiting as occasions arise. For example, when Taylor

Polynomials are covered, it is appropriate to examine the behavior ofthe “remainder” by subtracting the polynomial from the func-
tion that generated it.

This activity was deliberately written up using generic functions; it will work for any function F thatis differentiable atx = A. In fact

afterhaving worked through the activity once with F(X) = arctan(X), with DQ(X,H) andSDQ(X,H) defined in terms ofF, it would

beinstructive to have students repeatthe activity each with a different function, F, and/orpointx = A. Just go back andredefine F
andD(X), the derivative ofF. Everything else stays the same.

In the final analysis ofthe table values, you might try demonstrating the first and seconddifferences by generating a list ofinputs

using theSEQ command, as follows:

SEQ (XX, .001,.010,.601) KLIST
DEF INE ¢ 'EDG (Xs HY=DR Ky HY =D (X) ')
DEFINE ('ESDR (Xs HY=SDR (Xs HY =D (X) ')
DOLIST¢CXLIST, 'EDR') EDGLIST
DOLIST¢XLIST, 'ESDR"') ESDALIST

Then aLIST CEDQLISTY once to show the constant first differences (indicating linearity); andaLIST (ESDQALIST, then

alLIST (ANS (13 > to show the constant second differences in SD@ ’s errors.

You mightalso be able to useDOLIST Cinputlists '¥1' > andDOLIST Cinputlists '¥2' 3 to generatelists ofoutputs from

the errors, then aLLIST those to show the constantfirst andsecond differences, respectively.

Acknowledgment

The idea forthe tangent line error analysis wasinspired by a talk Don Kreider delivered at the Technology in Calculus with Advanced
Placement (TICAP) conference in Clemson, SC, in 1993.
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Answers

If-1 < x < 1, then multiplyingx by itselfresults in a product smallerthan x in absolute value. The more times a numberbetween

-1 and 1 is multiplied, the closer the product is to O. Similarly, ifthe numberis greater than 1 or less than -1, it gets bigger and

bigger in absolute vale asit is multiplied by itself. These two observations combine to explain why higher degree power func-

tions get to zero faster andstay there longer.

The graph ofy = €* is concave up for all x since its second derivative, €*, is greater than O for all x. That meansits slope is

always increasing. The slope ofthe tangentline is constant, and equalto the slope ofy = e* atx = 0. So the tangent line stays
belowy = e*, making the error negative.

For values ofx close to the point oftangency, the linearity ofthe “other” line's error means that as you move away from the
point ofthe approximation, the error increases at a constant rate. By contrast, for the quadratic tangent line error, the error is

flat at the point oftangency, and hasa relatively small slope nearby. This makesthose errors stay closer to zero.

In the default window, thereis little difference between the two approximations. Both seem to be close to zero forH close to zero,
and it’s hard to see much difference in the shapes.

Since the derivative is defined to be the limit ofthe difference quotient as H approaches O, it makes sense thatthe difference

between the approximations and the exact value ofthe derivative will be closer to zero asH gets close to O.

The graph belowshows y = arctan(x) and the tangentline atx = 0.5, as well as several otherlines that result from taking suc-

cessive larger stepsto the right of 0.5. Clearly, the slopes ofthoselines gets smaller and smaller, andfarther and farther away
from the slope ofthe tangentline, resulting in larger errors.
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Fundamental Theorem Investigation

In this activity, you will work with a function defined by a definite integral, exploring connections between
such a function and the integrand in its definition. This activity should give you graphical and numeric views

of the First Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.

First, define F(X) = .5 — 1.5sin(X?) and A(X) = Jz. F(T)dT.

For F(X), type (JOEF) (2)JALPHATF) (JO) (X) (2 (2)=) (5) (JJ5) (SINX) 0) (2 (ENTER)
To enter A(X), it's more convenient to use the Equation Writer: 1 G@®

OOEeEERDEERESDEOD G® (03D (ALPHA]T) (ENTER) (ENTER)

CALCULATOR HODES
At the screen, change the liunber Fernat toFix 2, so operating Hode..Algebraic

that three digits to the right of the decimal point will be dis- [futber Fornat...Fix [Ell _FH,

played (MODE)3IIETITH(3) (3) BETH).Be Angle Measure... Radian:
Coord 5ysteH...... Rectangular

sure that ALG ebraic Mode is set, too. The CALCULATOR HODES | Beep _ Key Click «Last Stack

screen should appear as shown here.

 

 

  

 Choo3@ deCiHal places to display

FLAGE[CHE IE(TITTH    

 

 

CAS HODES  
Indep uar:T
Hodulo: 2

—NMuHeric Approx w CoHp lex Next, press and check that your CA= HODES agree with _Uerbose __StepsStep _Incr FoH

[Rigorous inp Non-Rational
Don't =iHplify IX] to XH?

[EDIT][wvCHE] [CANCL]oF

Press BETH, then (920/30) and check that the FLAT

SETUFis configured as shown at right. (To put F(X) into EL, Indep :H —SiHult Connect
highlight Ep and press=) (G0) (ENTER) H-Tack:10.0 ¥Y-Tack:10.0  Faxels

Enter fFunction(s) to plot

EDIT] | [AHEZW|ERAZE|[FAN

the settings shown here.

 

    
  RELOT SETEEE

yp :
Ee [JHE

     

  
 

 HESS PLOT WINDOW - FUNCTION $88
H-Yieu:-2.500 1.500
U-Vien:-3 000 a‘gpns Now press to adjust the FLOT HINDOH - FUNCTION
Indep Low: Default High:DRFAult screen, Setup your viewing window so that# is between -2.5

Step: [NBII _Fixels .
and 1.5 and ¥is between -2 and 2, as shown. Then press

ENTER t back to the stack and accept th tings.
Enter indep var increnent ENTER] to get back to the ccept these settings

ATEIENFTEETTT

Now generatea list of inputs for A(X) using the SE! command:

(GIPRG) (6) ENTER) (2)ENTER) ENTERX)2) 2DF122) 2)
(OD (STO»XJALPHA]ALPHA] L]1]S]T]
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To generate a list of outputs from A(X), use the command DOLIST (ALIST, 'H' J, which applies the

function A to each element of ¥L IST. Type (JPRG) (6) (ENTER) (ENTER) (ENTER) (XJALPHAJALPHA]

(OOSTIALPHA) (=)(2) (ALPHAL (03D (STOP) (ALPHAJALPHA] (AJLYTS)T) (ENTER).

 

 

The calculator may prompt you to change to Approximate mode and Complex mode in orderto evaluate

the integrals. Acceptthese changes. Then it will take a couple of minutes to evaluate the integrals. Note
that A(X) measures the accumulated signed area from the left edge ofthe graph screen to X.

Notice that each element ofALI ST is the result of a definite integral. For example, the second element of

BLIST, which is -2.380, producesthis second element of HLIST:

[ 2
A(-2.380) =) ,, .5-1.5sinf2dt

1. Why is O the first component of HLIST?
 

Graph the integrand function, F(X), in the window. Use the graph to answerthese questions:

2. a. Find the two negative X-intercepts on the graph of F in the window specified:

and
 

b. Find the X-coordinate ofthe positive X-intercept of F(X).
 

You'll need these later. While you're looking at the graph,take note of the sign of F for values ofX a little

larger than -2.5. You might want to referto this in the following questions.

3. Why is the second component ofHLIST greater than 0?

 

 

 

 

4. Why is the third value of HLIST, which represents A(-2.260) _] 0 .5-1.5sin(#2)dt

-2.380
greater than the second component of HLIST, which represents A(-2.380)= | s .5-1.5sin(#2)dt ?
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Press and changethe plot type to Faranetric, by pressing STET.

To enter '

OOeHALISDEOENTER)

Change the independent variable to T. FLOT SETUF should

Look like this: |\r77yPEITTT}IN(FT)(FTENTH 

5555s PLOT HINDOH - FUNCTION
H-Yigu:-2.500 1.500
U=-Yigu:=2.000 2.000
Indep LoW: 1. High:3Yy.

step: FA _Pixels

 

SLISTCT2,ALISTC(T >>", at the Eq field

press (2) (ALPHAJALPHAXL1S]T)

 Enter andep var increHent

(ECIT] |[AUTOJERAZE]DRAM|

Press (6) TBLSET) and set start toi, Step tod, and Type to

AutoHatac.

 

 

FLOT SETUF
TypR:FaraHetric g:Rkad
EQ: (HLISTC(TI, ALIZTC(TI)

 

Indep: T SiHult wv Connect
H=-Tack:10.0 Y-Tack:10.0 Fixels

Flot Functions siHultangously?  
Press (WIN) and change the Independent Lou toi, High
to 24, and Step to di.

 

TRELE SETUF

Start:1.000
Step: 1.000
ZooH: 4.000 vw SHall Font

Type:

  

  Choose table ForHat

|[cHoos]|[CARCL]0k|

Press (I TABLE) and use the table to answerthe following questions:

5. Looking at the values of HL IST,the outputs of the area accumulation function, for what approximate

value ofX does A(X) = [x .5-1.5sin(#?)dt reachits first local maximum?

 

6. Explain why the value of A(-94) = |  5-15sin(A)dt is smaller than

A(-1.18) = | oo .5-1.5sin(¢2)dt. Keep in mind that A(X) is measuring signed area.

 

 

7. For what approximate value of 1 does A(X) = J*. .5-1.5sin(2)dt reach its first local minimum?
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Without erasing the graph of F, overlay a plot of ALIST vs.

ge ' ++ %LIST on top of your graph of F by pressing KLTLE from

Se” I Ns the window. (DO NOT PRESS HEE!)
[1] eeel,§ IT IB

 

    

     

   
  
  BNFn

 

8. Compare your answers to numbers 5 and 7 to your answers in number 2a. Carefully explain why they

are similar.

 

 

 

 

9. What happens with A(X) at the point found in number 2b?

 

 

(Verify your answer numerically by looking at thetable of values for A(X).

Redefine A(X), changing the lowerlimit of integration from -2.5 to -2.

To do this, go backto the stack screen and press (a until
 

 

the command to define A(X) is highlighted. Now press mig HEH Co “T° ALG

(ENTER), moveoverjust to the right of=2 . 5, and press («[«] [2 DEF INE A*= F(T?

to erase the . 3, then to redefine A(X). Move up |~ 0a

again to the DOLIST command, and edit it so that it
sDOLIST(XLIST,'A"YTFNEWAL »

appears as shown: (0.811-0. 694 —a. 455 —    [ERCH[TESTTWFE[LIST
When you press (ENTER), the new A, with -2 as the Lower limit,

is evaluated for all the inputs inALL IST the results stored in HEMAL IST. (Again, it takes a couple of min-
utes to evaluate the 34 integrals!)

Press Al (>) coPY) (ENTER) IEITM (PASTE) \&/( IEEE (ALPHAJ ALPHA N]EW]ENTER

ENTER). Press IEIEiLH, (do not MEA), study the graphs... Press (CANCEL) 69] TABLE) and study the table:
  

 

 

 

 

 
      

T Al
1 3%2 -3.38

Pe ere fee ee ee} EN A a 251 $

ON TT NS : 5.8 [:885eca3)i:8
1 CRLISTCTX,ALISTCT OD

T2000 c-2.380,-0.63 0 
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10.

1.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Scroll through the table and determine approximately where the values ofthis new function, A, achieve
theirfirst local maximum
 

Where is the first local minimum?
 

How do these answers compare with your answers from numbers 5 and 7?
 

 

 

Why is the graph of HEWAL IST below the graph of AHLIST? (Remember, the only difference be-
tween the two is the lower limit of integration.)

 

 

 

 

Explain why the graphs of HLIST and HEM AL IST have the same shape.

 

 

 

 

(Challenge for the experts.) Find the locations of any points of inflection on AL IST and MEL AL IST.

Explain what these locations have in common with features on the graph of F.
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Teacher Notes

This activity should shortly precede the Difference Quotientfor the Area Function activity. It gives students experience working with

functions defined by an integral, particularly with regard to interpreting signed area and the order oflimits ofintegration. By itself,

it strongly suggests the Fundamental Theorem, the connections between locations ofextrema on the graph ofthe area function and

sign changes on the graph ofthe integrand. Before attempting this activity, students shouldhave experience with defining functions,
using the definite integral function, drawing graphs andlooking at tables ofvalues, and using the FCN tools on the graph screen.

Answers

I The first element ofALIST is A(-2.5) = | - 5—1.5sin(£2)dt , which is .

2 a X=-1.674 and X = -0.583 | b. X = 0.583

3 A(-2.380) = | S5—1.5sin(t*)dt > 0 since the integrand is positive on the interval [-2.5, -2.380]
25

4. A(-2.260) > A(-2.380), since the integrand is positive from -2.380 to -2.260. You have added more “positive” area.

5. AtaboutX = -1.66.

6. F(X), the integrand, is negative for all X between -1.18 and -0.94. So you are adding “negative” area overthis interval, mak-

ing the values ofA(X) decrease.

7. AtaboutX = -0.58.

8. The answer to 5, X = -1.66,tells where the values ofA reach a local maximum—where you stop accumulating positive area

(increasing the area function) and start accumulating negative area (decreasing the area function). This is where the integrand

changessign from positive to negative (an x-intercept ofthe graph ofF). Likewise, the answer to 7, X = -0.58 tells where the

values ofA reach a local minimum—where you stop accumulating negative area and start accumulating positive area. This is

where the integrand changes sign from negative to positive (anotherx-intercept ofthe graph ofF).

9. AtX = -0.583, A reaches another local max, since F changessign from negative to positive there.

10. AtaboutX = -1.66.

I. AtaboutX = -0.58.

12. They are the same.

13. The graph ofNEWAL IST is below the graph ofALIST because thefirst entry inNEWALIST is a negative number(because

you're integrating a positive function from a largerX to a smallerX). By contrast ALIST starts out at 0.

14. NEWALIST andALIST are both governedby the area under the graph ofthe integrandfunction, F, which would control the

shape ofany function that usesit as the integrand. Differing lower immigration limits merely shift the graph vertically.

15. Points ofinflection occur on the graph ofA when it undergoes an extreme rate ofchange. This happens when the integrand is

farthest from the X - axis—where the largest little “chunk” ofarea is added. In other words, F is the derivative ofA, so F"' is the
second derivative ofA. And where does F'=A "change sign? WhereverF changesfrom increasing to decreasing or vice-versa—

at the extrema on the graph ofF. These points occuratX = -2.171,X = -1.253,X = 0, andX = 1.253.
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The Difference Quotient for the Area Function

In this activity, you'll work with the function A(x) = J’= dt forx=0,0.1,02,..,3.0
+t

(some 31 values of x in alll. Here is a broad outline of the procedure. Specific instructions follow.

1. Make a table of inputs and outputs, (x,A(x)).

2. Plot the graph of y = A(x) from your table.

3. “Eyeball” a sketch ofthe derivative ofA(x), G(x) = A(x), by estimating slope at several points.

4. Use yourtable from step 1 to form the difference quotient, for x = 0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 2.9.

5. Plot y = G(x) and compare to your graph from step 3.

 6. Plot f(x) = [+22

Then you're going to repeat these six steps, but replace 2 with -2 as the lower limit of integration in A(x).

With this outline of tasks, now here are the details.

Press MODE] and set the CALCULATOR HODES as shown here:

 

CAS HODES  
Indep varFEE
Hodu ls: 3

_NuHeric _ Approx _CoHp lex

vw Rigorous vw SaHp Non-Rataional

Enter andependent variable ndHe

IEEEII(CTTIT

Press BEET(ANTS, arrow down to flag 27, and uncheck it by
pressing BETH

  

 

 

CALCULATOR HODES

operating Node.[IERIE
NuHber ForHat....Fix 32
Angle Heazure....Radians

 AEETE EE        

 

Coord Systan...... Rectangular

vEBegp _ Key Clack Last Stack

Choose calculator operating Hode

[DIF[CAL]oR

Yerbose Stepsstep Incr Fou hen press EERand set the CE HODES as shown at left.

FH,

 
 

   

   

 

SYSTEM FLAGS

14 FayHent at end
13 #2 + ugctor
20 UnderfF lod + 0
21 QuerfFlod + £3EY3S
ad Sh + @rior 

Sequential plot

 

   

IIFI(TECT
 

Press to get back to the stack, then (STO®)(ALPHAJH) (ENTER), to store . 1 in the vari-
able H, which controls the incrementin #.

Next, to generate the list of inputs and store it in LIST,
 

press (PRG) (6) (ENTER) (2) (ENTER) (8) ENTER) (X) (27)
X22)0)E)(2)(APHATH) (OD (STor)X]
(ALPHAJALPHA) (L) (1) (S) (T) (ENTER)

Check that your screen lookslike this:

The Difference Quotient for the Area Function

 

 

   

RAD XYZ HEX EK= ‘HK’ ALG
{HONE>

18. 188¢H
6. 188

: SEQUK,%,8,3,HIFEALIST
(G0. 160 6. 200 0. 300 6.
Aan  
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Now define F(X) = 1/(1+X?) and A(X) = J* F(T)dT.

For F(X), type (GIDEF) (2) (ALPHAIF) (QO) XN(DEWEHEOOH

To enter A(X), it's more convenientto use the Equation Writer: (2)EW)(ALPHAIA) (GO)

OEE ORO G0) (OD (ALPHAT) (ENTER) ENTER)

Store the list ofarea function values in ALIST via the command DOLISTELIST,'AY) ALIST.
(PRG) (6JENTER) (2JENTER) (ENTER) (XJALPHAJALPHA[SI(212) (2) >

(C2 (STorJALPHAJALPHAJ1(ENTER]) This command applies the function A to each compo-
nentin XL IST, storing the results in another list, AL IST. (The calculator will ask you if you wantto switch

to approximate mode. Use to choose YES. Then be patient—the list processing takesa little time.)

 

  

 

1. List the first 10 values for sLIST and ALIST in this table:

XLIST

ALIST

 

 

            
 

Have your teacherinitial your work before continuing:
 

To graph the values in ALIST versus #L IST, use the parametric plot type. Set up (Flot
£gtup) and as shown below:

 
 

  

 

FLOT SETUF Boseess FLOT WINDOW - PARAMETRIC£5

TypR:FardHetrac & : Rad H=-Yigu:-0.500 2.000
EQ: {HLISTCTY ALISTC(TIZ U=-Yaigu:-1.000 2.000

Indep Lou: 1. Ha h:20.

Indep: T SiHUlt Connect Step: 1. Fixels
H=TacKk:10.0 Y-Tack:10.0 «+ Fixels

Flot Functions FiHultaneously? Indep tp units are pixels?   
0 PTEICF

 

EDIT] [wvCHE]AUTO[ERASE]DRAM  

2. Copy your graph onto the axes below here. 3. Sketch the derivative of that graphed function here.

A A
-y -y
  

  

  X >» X>
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Now generate a list of the difference quotient values and store it in DRLIST, by using the commands
al IST C(ALISTYH DELIST. (At the stack screen, press (QIMTH) (3JENTER) (ENTER) (0)
ALPHAJALPHAJAJL1[SITJALPHA_32 (=) (ALPHATH)DP (STO® (ALPHAYALPHA] DYQ)L)1)SIT)ENTER))

 

 

4. Copy thefirst ten items from DEL IST into the table below. Note that these values in DEL IST rep-
resent an approximation to the derivative ofthe function whose outputs appear in ALIST. Have your
teacherinitial your work before continuing:
 

 

DQLIST
             
 

  To see a graph DALIST versus BLIST,set up HR Hd SETUF :

2(«) (ALPHAJALPHA]DJQJENTER) (ENTER])

Indep: —SiHult Connect

Then press ITAL to see the graph (and be careful NOT to [H=Tack:10.0 ¥=Tick:10.0 Pixels
press first). a a copy ofit below: AkiaL

-Y

  
 

 

 X>»

 

      
5. How does your sketch in step 3 compare with the plot above?
 

 

6. Now overlay the graph of F(X) on this plot: Go to (61]20/3D) and change Ef to * (T,F{T23". In the

Flat HindeH screen (SQWIN), change Indep Le, Hiah, and Step back to defaults by pressing (NXT)
A351 BTR with the cursor in each field. Your Flot Setup and Flot Window screens should be:
 
 

  FLOT SETUF FEE PLOT NINDOM - PARAMETRIC #8358
Type: ParaHetric 4: Rad H-Vigu:-.5 2.
EQ: (T,F(TX) V-Uigu:-1. i

Indep Lou: Default High:Default
Step: [ELDER i

Indep:  _Sinult Connect P —Fixels
H-Tick:10. WV-Taick:10. Pixels

Enter andependent variable ndaHe Enter aindep udr ancreHent

EDIT I[EAEA gd AAR]

7. Plot the graph EIT), then [EEEN, and use the arrow keys to movethe cursor. What do
you notice aboutthe graph of F?
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Now change the lowerlimit of integration from 2 to -2 in A(X): Go back to the stack, press Za until you

find the command defining A(X), then IZEHl. Move the cursor on top ofthe lowerlimit of integration, 2,

and press (ENTER). Then go up and highlight the DOL IST command to evaluate all 31 integrals and

regenerate HL IST. Press to evaluate the integrals again and store them in HLIST (and it
will take awhile). To graph them, put * CHLIST (TI ,ALIZT(TI}' into EQ again), change the window settings

so T starts at1, stops at #01, and steps by 1, as shown in the FLOT HINDU - FARABNETRIC screen on page 56.

8. Fillin the first ten entries in the table for RLIST,ALIST with the lower limit of integration at -2.

XLIST
 

 

            
 

ALIST

9. Graph ALIST vs. BLIST here: Sketch the derivative ofthat graph by “eye” here:

A 4
TY 4  

  

  X>» X =>»

  

            
1. How do the graphs of 9 and 10 compare with the graphs of 2 and 3?

 

 

12. List thefirst ten values from DEL IST, the difference quotient for AL IST:

DQLIST
 

            
 

13. PlotDRLIST versus LIST:

A
-y How does this graph compare with the graph

from step 5, when the lowerlimit was 2?
 

 

 

 X>
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Teacher Notes

This student lab activity comes from exercises at the end ofsection 6.4 in Dick and Patton, Calculus ofaSingle Variable (ITP, 1994).

The idea is to make a table ofvalues for the area function, sketch a graph, approximate the graph ofthe derivative ofthe area func-

tion, then approximate that derivative numerically by forming difference quotients, making a scatter plot ofthose approximations.

This scatterplot is then compared with the graph ofthe integrand ofthe original area function. Students must know how to graph

parametric type expressions, and how to set up the calculator modes. They should also understand what the definite integral is, and
how to evaluate it on the calculator.

Answers

 

I |XLIST 0 0. 0.2 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 038 0.9

ALIST| -1107 -1.007 -091 -0.816 -0.727 -0.644 -0.567 -0.496 -0.432 -0.374
 

             
Students must have the teacherinitial their work after findingLIST andALIST. Ifthey haven't obtained the correct values

in®LIST andALIST, the rest ofthe activity will be fruitless!

 

    T:1i.000 0.000,-1.107)
 

3 The derivative sketch should be positive and decreasing.
 

4. PQLIST| 0.999 0.977 0.941 0.89 0.831 0.768 0.703 0.64 0.581 0.526
             

5. Here's the graph of DALIST versusKLIST. 6. And here is the graph ofF(X) laid on top ofthe scatter
It should be the sameasthe students’sketch in step 3. plot. Amazing!

t 4

Po
~

ng ’ v — r r r

  

 

 
       T:1.000 (0.000,0.3357) T:0.032 (0.038,0.333
  

7. The graph ofF slams right through the scatterplot ofthe difference quotient forA(X).

 

8 |KLIST 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

ALIST| 1.107 1.207 1.305 1.399 1.488 1.571 1.648 1.718 1.782 1.84
 

             
The only difference in the students’ work for the new lower limit should be in ALIST (step 1) and its graph (step 2). The new
graph ofALIST vs. XLIST is a vertical translation ofthe old (by about 2.2).
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|—"
9. This graph is the translatedA(X), superimposed on the graphs ofthe original |="

A(X), F(X), andDALIST. ) 1 Er

T:1.000 (0.000,1.102)

     
10. Same as 3.

Il. The graph ofthe newRLIST is about 2.2 units abovethe old. The graph ofits derivative is the same as before.

 

12. Same as 4. |DQLIST] 0.999] 0.977 0.941 0.89 0.831 0.768 0.703 0.64 0.581 0.526
             

13. Same as 5.

To complete the effort to offer a truly multirepresentational approach to the FTC here's some verbal work.

What exactly does the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus say? Students are remarkably inept at restating the result in their own

words. Here's an attemptto state the FTC in alternative words to try to enhance or deepen students’ understanding.

x
“For any continuous function,f, if A(x) = | f(r)dt, then A'(x) = fix).”

a

Now, try to state in words the meaning ofthe expressions on left and right hand sides ofthe conclusion equation. The left hand side

says, “How fast is the function that measures the accumulation ofa quantity changing?” The right hand side says, “Precisely as fast

asthe quantity is large.”

t
You couldalso restate the theorem—andrecast the interpretation—this way: “ifx(t) = | v(u)du, then x'(t) = v(t),

a

where x(t) is measuring accumulated distance traveled by an object traveling with velocity v.” The left hand side ofthe conclusion
says, “How fastis the function that measures accumulated distance traveled changing?” The right hand side answers, “Precisely as
fast as | am going!”
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Differential Equations, Euler's Method

and Slope Fields

In this activity, you will examinethe differential equation dy _
2x

dx l+y
 , with y(0) = 1.

First, you'll find an approximate solution to the differential equation numerically, using Euler's Method.

Next, you'll find an exact solution, using analytic methods. Then you'll look at graphs of your Euler approx-

imation, the exact solution, and the slope field generated by the differential equation. Finally, you'll take a
look at the errors introduced by he Euler's Method approximation.

With Euler's method to approximate the solution to a differential equation, you generate a sequence ofor-

dered pairs, (x;,y,), where x; = x;_; + Ax, and y, = y,_, + mAx, where m is the value of dy/dx at (x,_;,y,_).

Essentially, you're just using short line segments, spliced together, to approximate your solution curve.

For example, here's one way to use Euler's Method to approximate y(2) for the differential equation given
above. Use Ax = 0.1.

First, define F(X,Y) as the slope. On the home screen, with the calculator in default modes, type (<3)DEF)

(2D ALPHATF) (GIO) (X) (2) (ALPHALY] (0D (22) (2) (X) (=) (Ql) (1) (+) (ALPHA]Y) (ENTER)

Next, generate thelist of X's, using the SE& command: (&9JPRG) (6) (ENTER) (ENTER)

HX EOE EELOD(STORIXTAPHA[ALPHAILY1)S]T]
AD KYZ HEX R= '¥' ALG
HOHEZ

 

 

 

f
s

 

Now create list to store the Y-values, by making a copy of

“LIST: TES STO»ALPHAALPHA) (YJLI]

ENTER]. Your screen should look something like this:

 

  

 

Now you're ready to work on Euler's method. Enter the short program shown on the screen below. (Notes:

Hold down (2) while pressing ("J to get the semicolon, }. You may need to use the key on the VAR
menu to get the menu items you need.)
 

 

  

CIE)AFAR) (3) ()AFAR1D Howes -
rEBEOESoD@mE(D [F & NHN3PUTCIYLIST
EErPANEAPA(DEARLY) |e’ NiibN 3 PUTCIYLIST',
DEPADGOREDAPADOREPAI MN, Ys 5 Y+F CR, YI EHFY 3
APRNCDRPDEPRDERRHEE frHE 1,¥5 &

 

QDXE)ArmA)EER)

Store this program into a variable named EUL.: (STO»](ALPHAJALPHA](EJUJL (ENTER
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Here's a brief description of what each command in the program does:

H+1k; Increment the counter, H, by one.
PUT C'YLIST'aMaY2 Store the current value of % into YL IST at position H.

Y+F Cay VI ¥HEYS (This is where the action is!) Compute the new value of %* using
Euler's method, then store the result into *'.

AHHBXS Increment # by H, getting to the next point.

CRs Yr Display the values of ¥ and

HM is used to determine which term in the sequence of approximations you're on; H serves as Ax; and the ini-

tial condition is (X,Y) = (0,1). Prepare to run the program by setting theinitialvalues ofthe variables: (0)

(STOR) (ALPHAIN) (23) (JJ (STOR) (ALPHA[H) (22)3) (0) (STOR(2) (1) (STOR) (ALPHAY]ENTER]
 

Press to execute the program, then repeatedly press to execute it again and again.

Stop when the first number displayed in the ® listis2. 1. (Note that Y' is “updated” in the program afterit

has been stored in YL IST, so in order to get the values up to X = 2, you need to display the next ordered
pair Euler's Method would generate.) Thefirst screen below (left) shows thefirst couple ofsteps; the second

screen below (right) shows the last few steps.

RAD &YZ HER R= ‘WH’ ALG
{HOHE

: B¢N 5 .1MH 5 Okx ; y

: EUL
Lalsl.

0 WTITOWT(TTBT

 

 

  

To look at the table of inputs and outputs, press (€3]20/3D]

and set up the screen as shown here. (You might also wantto

press (MODE), then XIE, and uncheck Flag 27, so that com-
plex numbers will be displayed in ¢#,¥3 format.)

 

      

Press (QJ TBLSET) and set up as shown here (right):
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RAD HYZ HEX R= 'H° ALG
LHOHEZ

{1.7 2.88683508394435}
{1.8 2.19698827215}
{1.9 2.389938633473}
{2. 2.424404368248%

{2.1 2.94121313292%
FEIVOI=Cf(TO FT  

 

 

Typ :FardHetrac & Rad
EQ: CHLISTCTI, YLIZTC(TY)

Indep: _SiHult Connect
H=-Tack:10. ¥-Tack:10. «Faxels

Enter independent variable nane  

 

  

BsFLOT HINDON - FARAMETRICHR EDIT]| |AHESw|ERAZE|DRAM

H-YigH:-&.5 5.5
U-YigH:=-3.1 3.2
Indep Lou: 1. High:20. WINStep: 1. Piva ls Press and set up as shown here (left).

TREBLE SET
Indep tgp units arg pixels? Start: uF
EDIT]CHE]AUTO[ERHZE]DFM Step: 1.

Zoot: [FEE ~~ 5Hall Font
Type: AutoHatic

Enter 200H Factor
EDIT]| [CARCL]ok
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Now press (2J2D/3D] once again, then ETE NITTH to see
the graph.

Notice that you can press LENA BEF to trace on the scat-
ter plot.

Press (CANCEL) to leave the graph, then (<3] TABLE) to look at

the table:

1. Show the computations that give the values of V1 at X =

 

o
 

 
(.4,1.053453536528)
 

 

     

1:5.

T #1 Y1
1 a 1
2 1 1
3 .B 1.01
Yy .3 1.0299

y 1.059459a 1.048304
  : :

(aooH|| |EI[DEFR]|

0.1andatX =0.2.

 

 

Solving the differential equation analytically

The HP 49G can solve this differential equation analytically. Go to the stack, purge the variable ¥ from

memory: ETERS(0)JALPHA]Y) (ENTER). Also, setE

Then (€9)CALC) (ENTER) (ENTER) (&J1])

EPA)OX(OPEREXRFEEDME [HHE
(ALPHATY) (SO) (X) (3D (0(2) (ALPHATY) (GO) (0)
DOEBHOUODEAPH(GIO) (X]

Your edit line should now looklike this:

Now press to solve the differential equation using
DESOLVE:

xact mode on the (MODE) E%ikIR screen.

 

ALG

NUYHL
. — 25 1DESOLVE||di vix=gSirZH
DESOLVECLLIY(K)=2%K-C
1+Y CRI, YCBI=11,YCRD
(ECIT|VIEW|RELSTOR[FURGE[CLERR]

RAD HYZ HEX R= ‘3H’ ALG
{HOME

: DESOLVE||dIvC=gnes
2

Vik) +2:Y(K)_SEIK)3

(EOIT[VIEW]KCL2T0k[FURGE[CLERAF)

RAD KYZ HEX R= 'R'
HOM
 

  
 

 

 3 2 4    

The idea is to graph that solution overthe top of your Euler plot. To do so, you need to extract the solution

equation from the list where DESOLVE leftit.
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RAD KYZ HEX E= *H' ALG
LHONEZ :

Applying the command HERD to the list AMS €1 3 will do . HENDNAHELL 1) 4)
this. (HEAD returns the first element of a given list) Press 2
(&JPRG) (6JENTER) (ENTER) (7JENTER) (]ANS) (ENTER), T(x) +2)SE)+2

VIEWKCL[Tok[FURGE|CLERAF]

(Now, before you go any farther, go to (MODE) IEiEl,3downto the Rigorous field and uncheck it. This
switch will mean that simplifying the square root of % C22 will give ¥ CX 3, rather than ABS CY (X23.
Press INET BETH)

PressI to bring your equation into the Equation Writer, where you can now set about isolating ' Cx.
 

 

  
  

First, multiply both sides of the equation by 4:

“Ea

 

VETHE

 

  
   

30 IETFErITT(To)
2 Then complete the square in ¥ x2 by adding 1 to both

2 +4 sides: (+) (1)(2aBEMIBETM. PressI to highlight
the left-hand side, then [8H to factorit.

 
  0i ICTi)CTT(aT)

Press Za to highlightthe entire expression, then
to take the square root of both sides and simplify.

 

 
2. Why do you want only the positive square rootof “+2?

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finally, subtract 1 from both sides and simplify: RAD#12 HEX R= '®' ALG

CIEEEuiL EVAL TIA] TATIAI_DURI=
4 =" 2 4

Press (COPY) (CANCEL) to copy this result and return to the : DEF 1ElO=—1+ [2 WEob

stack. Define *f (42: (G)DEF)(2)JPASTE) (ENTER) NOVAL
(EDIT[VIEW|KCLTok[FURGE[CLERF]
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To graph this on top of your earlier scatter plot, you need to change the plot Tup2 to Function, put ¥ (%
into Ef, and change the independent variable to ¥.

Press (€2]20/3D) and set up the screen as shown.

 

SHEE PLOT HINDON - FUNCTION S555
H-Yig¢H: £.5
U=-Maigu:-3.1 7.2
Indep Lod: Default High:DerFagult

Step: Default __ Pixels

  Enter HiniHuH horizontal value

RESET] CALC[TYPES][CANCE]oH

Press (NXT)IALL...

  
  

You should see the graph of the solution curve slam right

through the Euler's method approximation points!

 

  

  

FLOT SETUP
Type :Function «:Rad
EQ: Y(H)

Indep:& $iHult  ¢Conngct
H-Tick:10. WV-Tick:10. Fixels
Flot Functions ZiHultanously?

(EDITtHE][HHESW|ERAZE]

Press (WIN) and set up as shown. (A quick way isto press

(NXT)EE3(ENTER)

T
[20HvaTRACE]FC[EDIT[ancl

 

 

     
3. The solution curve appears to be an even function—symmetric over the y-axis. What about the slope

relation, F(X,Y) = -2X/(1+Y), assuming Y > 0?
 

 

Overlaying a slope field

Press to get off the graph screen, then (69]2D/3D] to go to the FLOT SETUF screen.

With the Type field highlighted, press (ALPHA]'S),

which will change the plot type to $Laperield. Highlight

the EQ field, and press (2) CQOIXE)

 

  

LEE PLOT WINDOW - SLOPEFIELD S858
H-LefFt:-§.5 #=-Right:&.5
Y=-Nhear:=-2.1 ¥Y=-Far: 23.2

Step IndepFTO Depnd:2.

Enter indep var saHple count

EDIT]||[ERASE]DEAN

Then EIALH the graph (without erasing!) to superimpose the
slopefield graph on top of the solution curve:
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FLOT SETUP

Type:SlopeFaield d:Rad
EQ:FCH,Y)

Indep:Fllll Depnd:Y

Enter independent udriable nal 
BEd]

 

 

 

 HEPL PAR  
 



The fact that yoursolution curve “flows” smoothly through the slopefield is confirming evidence that your

analytic work is all correct. The slope field also suggests that the solution is asymptotic.

 

  
    

In fact, if you look closely at the analytic solution you ob-

tained above (reproduced here), you can see thatit is rather

straight forward to rewrite that solution in standard form for

the equation of a hyperbola.

 (EDIT[CURE|EIGm|EVAL[FACTO[TERFA

: +1)? x2 : : :
4. Show that, if you do, the equation is 45 = 1. Yoursolution consists ofjust the top branch

of the hyperbola.

 

 

 

 

Extension: Looking at the Errors

Now the real fun starts! You're ready to look atthe errors in the Euler's method approximation. All you need

to do is subtract the exact values on the solution curve from the Euler approximations in ¥LIST. You'll

store the result in ERELIST. The command ¥LIST-DOLIST (XLIST, 'Y' »BERRLIST doesit

Back at the stack, press so that you can use the menu key shortcutsto type the variable names. (Again,

you may have to use and/or to get to other pages of the menu) Here goes: INE(=)
(&[PRG) (6) (ENTER) (ENTER) (ENTER) FEE(0) (2)) (DD (» (STOP) (ALPHA) (ALPHA)

(You may have to accept the machine's suggested switch to approximate mode.)

  

 

 

  

RAD#ye HEX R= '§' ALG

+0baoanaansLa0 .
After computing the errors, pressSand you can see them: _ 61458433252

—. 31980823725
—. B23081658635,
CREEENIeEE

5. Thefirst entry is virtually equalto zero. Why?
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6. Why are all the otherentries negative?

 

 

7. What should happento the errors as X-» infinity? Why?

 

 

 

To graph the errorlist, press and change

the Type back to Faranetric, the Indep variable back to T, [ER : CRLIST(T), ERRLIST(T))
and putthe expression shown into Efi. (Be sure to enclose the

equation within “tick” marks: '')

 

BREEE PLOT WINDON - PARAMETRIC E88
H-YaigH:-.2 a.a
U=YagH:-.1 01
Indep Lou: 1. Hiah:20. Press (WIN)

Step: 1. Faxels

  Indep step units are pixels?

EDIT] |vCHE]AUTO[ERASE]DEAN

Now ETE and ETH the graph:

  

 

 

FLOT SETUF
Type:FaraHetric a:Rad

 

Indep: _SiHult Connect
H=Tack:10. WU=-Tack:10. + Fixels

Enter independent variable naxe
[EDIT] | [WHESW|ERAZE]DAM|
  
and set the window as shown (left).

 

 

 

  T:11. (1.,-.02624377625)
 

8. Notice that the graph of the errors is always below the x-axis. Why?

 

 
It also appears, if you look closely at the values in the error list, that the errors seem to start to tend

back towards 0 nearx = 2. Explain why the errors ought to get closer and closer to zero as x gets large.

 

 

It would be an interesting extension to continue on up to

x = 6 or so, and show that the errors do indeed approach

0. Here's a graph ofthe errors out to x = 6:
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   T:51. (5.,-.02432864333)
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Teacher Notes

This is most appropriately done as a teacher-directed activity, with students following the teacher's work, but not actually typing key-

strokes. Rather, the teachershould explain all the steps, and ask appropriate questions during the activity. Some questions have been

suggested throughout the activity.

68

Answers to Suggested Questions

The slope whereX = 0 andY = 1 is2(0)/(11) = 0. AndY(0.1)=1 + 0(.1) = 1.

The slope whereX = 0.1 andY = 1 is2(0.1)/(1+1) = 0.1. AndY(0.2) = 1 + 0.1(.1) = 1.01.

Your solution contains the point (0,1), which is the vertex ofthe top branch ofthe hyperbola, where Y > 0.

Assuming Y > 0, the slope F(-X,Y) = 2(-X)/(1+Y) = -2X/(1+Y) = -F(X,Y). Thus the slope function is symmetric with

respectto the origin.

(Y+1)? = 2X° + 4,50 (V+1)* = 2X° = 4 and (Y+1)°/4 — 2X°/4 = 1. Thus(Y+1)’/4-X°72 = 1.

The initial condition, X = 0 and Y = 1, is thefirst point in the sequence ofEuler approximations. The solution curve also goes

through the point (0,1). The difference is not exactly 0, since the exact solution involvesirrational constants.

The Euler approximations are all too small, since the hyperbola is always concave up. The slope on the curve is always increas-

ing, while along the short line segments used by Euler's method, the slope is constantly equal to the slope on the curve at the

left endpoint ofeach interval. This makesthe tangent lines lie under the curve.

AsX approaches infinity, the graph ofthe hyperbolic solution curve approaches a linear asymptote. Consequently, short tan-
gentline segments become closer and closerto the actual solution curve. This causes the errors to approach O!

The Y-coordinate on the graph ofthe errors tells you the difference between the Euler approximation and the exact value on

solution curve. Since the Euler approximation is less than the exact value, this difference is negative.
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Introduction to Histograms
Rolling the Dice

A histogram is a useful graph when you're analyzing one-variable data. On the horizontal axis, it displays

all possible values ofthe single variable; on the vertical axis, it shows the number of times(called the fre-
quency) that the returned value is in a particular interval.

The purpose ofthis activity is to show how you can easily construct a histogram on the HP 49G and to give

you experience in using histograms to convey information. In this case, the variable will be the sum of the

roll of two dice. You'll gather data over 50 rolls, and construct a histogram from this data.

Collecting data

Turn on the calculator, press If the plot type is notset to histogram, highlight the Type field,

press and select Histagran. Now highlight the EDAT field and press This will shift the cal-

culator into the Matrix Writer. You're going to record your data in the first column of a matrix screen,so for

convenience, make sure the is selected. You're now ready to start the experiment.

Roll two dice, type the sum into the calculator and press ENTER). You should see that sum in row 1, column

1 of the Matrix Writer screen; and row 2, column 1 should now be highlighted. Continue rolling and entering
until you have filled up 50 entries in column 1 with the sums of each roll. When all 50 rolls are recorded

press again, to go back to the plot setup screen.

1. What are the largest and smallest possible values forthis data?
 

What are the largest and smallest values that you have recorded?
 

Creating a histogram
 

SEER PLOT HINDON - HISTOGRAM 338836

First go to the FLOT HINDON screen—press This is Hoprenig, 2:
where you input the horizontal and vertical view intervals and (gar Hidth :(TTI :

the bar width. Begin with the settings shown here. (The de-

fault bar width is one unit, which will suit your purpose.) Press
ENTER] to accept all the settings and exit the screen. Enter bar Width
in P J RESET] CALCJTVFES] [CARCL]ok
RRaeaeess FLOT SETUF

:Histoarau Next, press (€2J2D/3D) again to see the FLOT SETUF screen.
rAdjust the setings to those shown here. Be sue that FEED

appears in the menu line. (If not, press to change it.)

H-Tack:10. Y-Tack:1i0. «Fixels

Enter data to plot

04HIEECEEHS

     

   

   
  Now press EEA EIT to generate the plot...
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The resulting histogram doesn't tell the whole story, does it? What might be wrong?

Forstarters,it looks as if the plot window is not appropriate for the data—look at the horizontal axis. Press

CANCEL) twice, then (€9JWIN). Change the H-#i2H to show from 0 to 12, so that you'll see all possible dice

sum values represented on the horizontal axis. PressTiH3 IEIXLH to generate a new histogram....

The result looks better, but some of the bars may extend beyond the top of the screen, depending on your

data. (This will probably happen if a particular dice sum appeared more than 8 times in your 50 trials.) If

so, you'll need to adjust the vertical view—increase the ¥-¥ieu: Go back to the plot window screen (by
pressing (CANCEL), and change the ¥-¥ieu to show from to 101. Press to generate a new
histogram... If any of the barsstill reach the very top of the screen, try 0 to 11 for V-View. Keep increasing
until there is only a small amountof blank space abovethe tallest bar.

You should now have an excellent looking histogram of the data.

Analyzing the data

Notice that you can move the crosshairs around the screen using the four arrow keys. Also, notice that you
can see the coordinates of the crosshairs by pressing IEE.

2. Position the crosshairs at the top, center ofthe first bar ofthe histogram. What are the coordinates of
the crosshairs at this position?
 

3. What dice sum is represented by this bar?
 

Whatis the frequency ofthis roll?
 

4. Continue positioning the crosshairs at the tops of the bars, and write the frequencies here, labeling each

with the dice sum (variable value) it represents:
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5. The variable value that occurs most often is called the mode. What is the modein this experiment and
whatis its frequency?
 

6. Most of the time, the mode in this experiment will turn out to be 7. (You can confirm this by looking at

the modes from other groupsin the class.) Thatis, when rolling two dice, the mostlikely sum of the dice
will be 7. Explain why this is so.

 

 

 

 

 

Thelast plot window value you'll change is the Ear Hidth value. Go to the FLOT HINDOH screen (QJWIN)
and changethis from Default (which is 1) to 3. Replotthe histogram. (You may have to change the V-View

value again.)

7. Write a short paragraph explaining how this change affected the histogram.

 

 

 

 

 

8. What dice roll sums are represented in the first bar ofthe histogram?
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Teacher Notes

This activity may be the students first experience with the histogram plot type. A fair amount oftimeis spentin the plot window screen

in the hopesthat students will understand what each ofthe settings mean. Students should be encouraged to experiment with differ-

ent settings and try to predict whateffect a changed setting will have on the plot. The goalis to set up a plot that contains all ofthe
data without a lot ofwasted space.

Materials needed

Two dice for each group; at least one HP 49Gfor each group.

Terms introduced

histogram, frequency, mode.

Calculator functions introduced

Histogram plot type, histogram plot window, generating a histogram, moving crosshairs on a histogram.

Solutions to Selected Exercises

I. Dice sums must be between 2 and 12 inclusive. The largest and smallest dice sums observed may vary.

3. Answers may vary but they should be related to answer 2. Keep in mind that the intervals are halfopen. In this case, the first

interval is [0,1), the next is [1,2), andso on. Look forthe correct identification ofdice roll sum andfrequency. Also look to see

that each ofthese are real numbers.

5. Keep in mind that the mode is the value ofthe dice sum that occurs most often, not its frequency.

6. The explanation will vary with the background ofthe student. Listing all possible combinations of2 dice rolls worksjust fine.

7. The dice sums 2 and3 are represented in the first interval. The bars associated with some ofthe more frequentintervals are like-
ly to “go through the roof.”

Extensions

Use the datato discuss the probability ofrolling a particular dice sum. Compare that with the probability for that dice sum as com-
puted by listing all possible dice sums. Are these different? Why?

Use the binomial probability to discuss the probability ofrolling a particular dice sum a particular number oftimes. Comparethis
with the individual group results.
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Using Histograms, Frequencies and

Single-Variable Statistics

Mrs. Green's Algebra Classes

In this activity, you will gain experience in setting up histograms on your own. You will also be introduced
to bin sorting and some of the more common single-variable descriptive statistics.

Mrs. Green teaches two freshman algebra courses, each with 21 students. The results of her most recenttest,

out of a possible 100 points, are as follows:

Class Class 2

94 71

92 79

58 80

82 75

99 74

51 84

93 76

96 66

75 77

74 62

64 75

79 96

65 68

53 75

87 73

62 86

54 67

62 80

95 68

63 83

83 66

Mrs. Green uses this grading scale (where sisascore): 90<s<100 = A

80<s<9% = B
70<s<80 = C

60<s<70 =D

s < 60 F
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Enter the test score data into a 2-column matrix, with Class 1in column 1 and Class 2 in column 2.

Then create a histogram that displays the scores from Class 1. Make sure that the Ca Lunn field is set tod in

the FLOT SETUF screen (€9]2D/3D). In the FLAT HINDH screen (IWIN), use a Ear Hidth that will put all
of the scores earning a particular letter grade together, and set the window dimensions appropriately. This

may take a bit of thought. (Hint: Do not start H=Y¥iaH at.)

1. Write down the Plot Window settings that you used.

H=-YigH:

V-YigH:

Ear Hadth:

2. Using the histogram you just generated, determine the most common letter grade assigned for Class 1
(i.e. the letter grade mode for Class 1).
 

Now make a histogram ofthe Class 2 data. (Press (CANCEL] twice to leave the plotting environment, then

press (€9]20/3D) and set the Co lunn field to 2. Press then IIELN. You may find it necessary to
change the window dimensions to see the tops of all ofthe bars.)

3. Whats the letter grade mode for Class 2?
 

Sorting into bins

It is also possible to numerically “see” the frequencies of each letter grade in each ofthe classes. Press

(2)STAT). This brings up the statistics sub menu. Select Frequencies... and press to go to the

FREQUENCIES screen. On this screen, the same ZDAT variable is used for data input, and the Ci Lunn field

has the same meaning as in the FLOT HINDOH screen, too. But the other settings work a little differently:

n-Hin determines the smallest number considered for sorting into frequency bins.

Ein Count determines the number of bins created.

Ein Width determines the interval width for each of the bins.

Example: With #-Hin settod,Ein Count setto?, andEin Hidth setto5,the Frequency command would-

sort yourdata into 3 bins with intervals [2,7), [7,12), and [12,17). Any value smaller than 2 would be con-

sidered a loweroutlier; any value 17 or larger would be considered an upper outlier. (Here, outliers are sim-

ply values outside of the entire sorting interval.)

The Frequency command returns two vectors as the results ofits sorting: a column vector ofthe frequen-

cies (one frequency for each bin) and a two-element row vector containing the numbers of lower outliers
upper outliers.
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4. Fillin the Frequency screen with settings that you think will sort Class 1 into the appropriate grade bins
for Mrs. Green. Record what you think these settings should be below.

Cal:

a-Hin:

Ein Count:

Ein Haidth:

Press to see the result. (You may have toa up to highlight and view the column vectorto answer
the following question.)

5. How many students from Class 1 will receive a letter grade of B on this test?

Now repeat the process to examine the grade frequenciesfor Class 2.

6. How many students from Class 2 will receive a letter grade of A on this test?

7. Which class do you think did better on the test? Why?

 

 

Computing statistics

It's easy to compute many common single variable statistics with the HP 49G. Press to bring up

thestatistics sub menu. Select #inale-uar. .. and press (ENTER). You will see a screen that allows you to

pick a column ofZDAT to analyze, choose sample or population statistics, and choose from among 6 dif-

ferentstatistics computed for the ZDAT column.

In this case, you want to examine Class 1, so set the Ca Lunnfield to 1. This data represents everyone in class

—theentire population—so highlight the Typ2 blank, press BiH, and select Fopu lation. Finally, check

all six of the statistics blanks. Press IIH... Thesix statistics you requested will then be computed and

displayed on the stack. You are probably familiar with the mean, and you can probably guess what the max-
imum and minimum are, but what aboutthe otherstatistics?

The total is simply the sum of all of the entries in the column. In this case,it is the sum of all of the test
grades in Class 1.

The variance and standard deviation indicate the amountthat the data is spread out from the mean.

(Note that the standard deviation is the square root of the variance.) The standard deviation will be used

much more in later activities.
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8. Record the six statistics computed for Class1.

Hearn

std Du

Yaraiance

Repeatthe statistics computation processfor Class 2.

9. Record the six statistics computed for Class 2.

Hean

td Deu

Yarignce

Total

HaxiHUH

HiniHUH

Total

HaxiHuUH

HiniHuUH

10. Other than adding up all of the individual scores, how else could you compute the total points scored

by a class ?
 

 

 

1. Write a short paragraph comparing the scores of Class 1 as a whole to Class 2 as a whole.
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Teacher Notes

The data in this lab has been conjured, but with a purpose. The test scores from each ofMrs. Green's two algebra classes are quite

different, but each class has the same mean and the same median. The point here is that there is more to describing a distribution

thatjust conveying the central tendencies. Students are asked to set up a histogram using a bar width that will sort the scores into

letter grades. Very little calculator direction is offered: in fact, they musttell you whatsettings they used. A bit oftrial-and-error here

is expected. The frequency screen is introducedso that students can numerically examine the gradedistributions. Students then com-
pute somesingle variable descriptive statistics.

Materials needed

At least one HP49Gper group.

Terms introduced

Bin sorting, population, mean, maximum, minimum, total, variance, standard deviation.

Calculator functions introduced

Frequencies, single-variable statistics.
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10.

In

Solutions to Selected Exercises

H-Yiew: 40 110 Y-Yieu: -2 7 Bar Width: 10
This gives an aesthetically pleasing view ofthe Class I histogram. (Some variation on these settings is to be expected.) Notice

thatv-view starts at-2 so that you can still see the bottom ofthe plot with the menu in place. But note, too, that the upperv-

Vien setting is too small for the Class 2 histogram.

The most common letter grade (i.e. the letter grade mode) in Class 1is an A. It has a frequency of6.

The letter grade mode in Class 2 is a C. It has a frequency of9.

Col: 1 #-Hin: 50 Bin Count: 5 Bin Hidth: 10

Three students will receive B’s on this test.

One student will receive an A onthistest.

This is an open-ended question meantto initiate some studentreflection on the data.

For Class I (to 3 decimal places) Wean: 75.22% Total: 1524

$td Deu: 15.670 Haxinun: 33

Variance: 345.537 Hininun: 51

For Class 2 (to 3 decimal places) Wean: ?5.22¢ Total: 1521

Std Deu: 7.823 HaxiHun: 36

Variance: €1.442 HiniHun: &2

The total can be computed by multiplying the mean by the number ofscores.

This is an open-ended question. Student responses should include a discussion about the spread ofthe test scores.

Extensions

Ask “Which class do you think did better on the test and why?”

Have students compute the median (75). Discuss how the scores from two different classes could have the same mean and the same

median.

Create box and whiskerplots for the data from each class.

Discuss variance and standard deviation.
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Scatterplots and Linear Fitting Data
Predicting Heights from Shoe Sizes

Do taller people tend to have bigger feet? If so, is there a way to predict a person’s height from the size of

their footprint? You'll try to answerthese two questionsin this activity. Along the way, you'll be introduced

to a kind of graph that’s very useful for analyzing data of two variables—called a scatterplot—and to a
method offitting an equation to this two variable data.

Collecting the data

You mustfirst gather the shoe sizes (corrected for male or female) and the heights (in inches) of everyone

in the class. Once that is accomplished, use the Matrix Writer to enter the data into a matrix on the calcula-

tor with shoesizes in the first column and heights in the second column. Save this matrix in the ZDPATA
variable.

Creating a scatterplot

Press to go to the FLT SETUFscreen, highlight the Typfield, press and select scatter.
The contents of the Z*ATH field should show the shoe sizes and heights you have already entered.

You want shoe size to be the independent variable (graphed on the horizontal axis); height will be the

dependent variable (graphed on the vertical axis). You define the independent and dependent variablesin

the Colsfield. The first number identifies the column to be plotted along the horizontal axis—set this to 1.

Set the second number to 3, to plot the second column of ZD*AT along the vertical axis. Make sure that H-

Tick and ¥-Tick are both set to 10 pixels, then press to save these settings.

The last thing to do before you generate a scatterplot isto visit the FLOT HINDH screen and make

any needed changes. You must make good decisions for the values of H=Yien and ¥-W¥ien based on the

data. (Remember, shoe size will be on the plotted horizontal axis and height will be plotted on the vertical

axis.) The goalis to make a plot that contains all ofthe data, without a lot of wasted space on the edges.

Press IATA to generate the scatterplot... Each of the points shows a person's data as the ordered
pair (shoe size, height). You may haveto return to the FLAT HIRDOH screen (by pressing and adjust

the settings to getthe viewing window just right.

Can you spot any trends in this data? Circle the word in each bracket that best describes the plot.

1. The points seem to go from { lowerleft, upper left } to { lower right, upper right }.

2. As shoesize increases, height { decreases, increases }.
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Fitting a line to the data

One ofthe most useful things you can do with a scatterplotis to find the line (or some other curve) that rep-

resents the data. Computing this line by hand, called “the least squaresfit line” or simply “the line of best

fit,” is a bit complicated, but the idea is simple.
 

eB

vertical distance from |
point B to fit line
   

 
  

The figure atright shows two data points and their vertical distances

to a line. The line of bestfit is the line that makes the sum ofthe dis-
tances ofall of the data points to the line as small as possible.

{ vertical distance from

i pointA to fit line

Ae

The HP 49G makesit easy to compute and draw this line of best fit. |

  
 

First, you must be sure that the calculatoris set up to draw a line and not some othercurve. Press

twice to get back to the stack, then and select Fit data... from the list to get the FIT DATA

screen. You should see ZDAT (whose values should look familiar), the #-Cal and ¥=Cel fields (which

should be set to 1 and 2, respectively), and the Hade L field. This field should be set toLingar Fit in order

to fit a line to the data. (If not, Linear Fit from the list)

Press to return to the stack, where you should see three levels of information. On Level 3, you will
see the expression of the line of bestfit for the data. On level 2, you will see the correlation coefficient, a
measure that you will look at later. On level 1, you will see the covariance between the two variables.

Press (A twice to highlightthe best-fit expression, then pressEf to see it. You may have to press J)

several times to see the whole thing.

3. Write down the equation ofthe best-fit line.

 

To see the best-fit line superimposed on the scatterplot of the data, press ($3]GRAPH, then press ELE

(And notice thatthe features available on any function plot—such as tracing or finding roots—are now
available with respect to the bestfit line.)

4. IF aboy’s data point lies below the line of bestfit, would you say thatthis boy is “too tall forhisfeet,”
or “his feet are too big for his height"—based on the class data? Explain.
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The equation of the best-fit line is the linear equation that most closely links shoe size to the height of a
person in the class, for the data given.

In fact, you can use this equation to predict the height of any person based on their shoe size. If you sub-

stitute a person's shoesize into # in the linearfit equation, the resulting value will be the prediction of that
person's height based on the class data.

5. Predict your own height using the bestfit linear equation. How close is this prediction to your actual
height?

 

 

6. Predict the height of a classmate using the bestfit linear equation. Use someone with a different shoe
size. How close is this prediction to his/her actual height?

 

 

7. Predict the height of your teacher using the bestfit linear equation. How close is this prediction to their

actual height?

 

 

8. Michael Jordan wears a men’s size 16 shoe. Predict his height using the bestfit linear equation.

 

 

9) What data could you collect to make the prediction of Michael Jordan's height, based on his shoe size,

more accurate?
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Teacher Notes

Important note: Shoesizes must be “corrected” in a mixed gender class. Ifyou use women’s size as the standard, then add2 to each

male’s shoe size (including Michael Jordan's); ifyou use men’s size as the standard, then subtract2 from each female's shoe size. (You

may want to create a data table on an overhead transparency that students fill in once their heights have been measured.)

This activity is truly an experiment—it tumsout different for each class. This may be students’first experience with two-variable data.

They're asked to generate a scatterplot, but direction is given mainly in areas where the scatterplot procedure is different than previ-
ous plots. Little direction is given forthe plot setup screen. Students have to look at the data andmake good decisions.

Materials needed

One yardstick (or meterstick with inches) per group, and at least one HP49Gpergroup.

Terms introduced

scatterplot, independent variable, dependent variable, least squaresfit line.

Calculator functions introduced

Scatterplot, fit data.

Solutions to Selected Exercises

~ The points will tendfrom lowerleft to upperright.

As shoe size increases, height tends to increase.

His feet are too big for his height. For his shoe size, the he is shorter than is typicalfor the class (judging by the line ofbest fit).

Michael Jordan is 6'6” (78 inches)tall.

wo
So

A
N
N

Use all adults as a sample population for drawing the bestfit line. Use only tall, male adults for drawing the best fit line. Use
only professional basketball players for drawing the best fit line.

Extensions

Discuss ways in which the accuracy ofthis experiment could be improved. (Instead ofusing shoesizes, you could measure the length
ofpeoplesfeet. You could also include a largerpopulation for the scatterplot.)

Interesting angle: Crime sceneinvestigators get a rough idea ofthe height ofa criminal by examining footprints left at the scene.

Ask students to try to think ofother pairs ofquantities that might have a linearrelationship. Encourage them to formulate testable
questions, construct surveys, collect data, and analyze the results.
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Linear and PowerFitting Data
Speed and Stopping Distance

A car's stopping distance depends on several things, but by far the most important controllable factoris the

speed,for two reasons. First, brakes must work much harder to stop a faster car. Second, a faster car will

travel farther during the driver's reaction time. A car traveling at 70 mph travels 102 feet in one second.

The data

This data table shows the stopping distancesof a typical car Speed [MPH] Stopping Distance [ft]
driven by a driver with a typicalreaction time on a dry road.

10 14

20 38

30 71

40 114

50 166

60 227

70 298

80 378

90 467

100 566

Enterthis data into a matrix on the calculator with speed in the first column and stopping distance in the

second column. Save this matrix in the ZDATA variable.

Creating a scatterplot

Press (€2]2D/3D), set the plot Type to Scatter, the first Ca L numberto 1 and the second Cat numberto 3.

Be sure H-Tick and ¥-Tick are both set to 10 pixels, then press to save these settings. Next, press

[IWIN] and set up a plotting window appropriate for the data. Then generate the scatterplot by pressing
ETITH... You should see all of the data points, withouta lot of wasted space around the sides of the

display. If necessary, press to get back to the FLOT HINDOH screen and readjust the settings.

Modeling the data

First, investigate a linearfitting modelofthis data. Press (JTBLSET) and selectFit data. ... You should
see ZDAT (which should look familiar), i=Ce L and ¥=Ca L (which should be set to1 and 3, respectively), and
the Hed L field. This field should be set to Linear Fit so you can fit a line to the data. (If it's not, high-
light the Hed L field, press and select Linear Fit from the list) Press to return to the stack.
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1. Write down the equation ofthe line that bestfits the data. You may need to use an arrow key and Ri43.]
to see the entire expression.
 

2. Whatis the correlation coefficient for this model of the data?
 

3. Whatstopping distance does this line predict for a speed of 100 MPH?
 

Press (JTBLSET] and choose Fit data... from the list. Then press Idd3d to get the FREDICT VALUES
screen. Make sure that the Ca Lumn settings are correct and that the modelis set to Linear Fit. Highlight
the % field and enter 101, then highlight the ¥ field and press ITT.

4. What's the meaning of the number in the ¥ field, in terms of speed and/or stopping distance?

 

Now enter 120 in the ¥ field, highlight the # field and press ITI.

5. What's the meaning of the numberin the # field, in terms of speed and/or stopping distance?

 

When you compare your predictions above with the actual data in the table,the linear model seems to leave

a lot to be desired. Press ($2]GRAPH], then EAI,to show the scatterplot with the line ofbestfit superim-
posed. Can you see the shortcomings of the linear model?

Press (CANCEL twice to go back to the stack. To fit a different model to the data, press (> |TBLSET), select
Fit data... from the list, and change the Heda to Foner Fit. Press IMEI to see these results.

6. Whatis the power equation thatbestfits the data?

 

7. Record the correlation coefficient associated with this model ofthe data.
 

Press (GRAPH), then ERIEHIN,to show the scatterplot, the power equation ofbestfit and the line of bestfit.

8. Whatstopping distance does the power equation predict for a speed of 100 MPH?

9. In this model, what's the maximum speed you could go and still stop within 120 feet?

10. If you're driving down a city street at 25 MPH, and a small child runs across the street 57 feetin front of

you, by how many inches will you miss the child, based on the powerfit model?

1. What speed doubles the 55 MPH stopping distance in this power fit model?
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Teacher Notes

This data was derived from the 60-to-0 braking distance ofa 1995 Ford Taurus SHO. The typical accelerator-to-brake reaction time
was assumed to be 0.7 seconds. All ofthe other data points were computed using a little physics (see Giancoli, 199], p. 128, or the
work chapter in any otherphysics text).

Materials needed

Atleast one HP49G calculatorper group.

Terms introduced

Fitting non-linear data.

Calculator functions introduced

Powerfit model, predict values.

Solutions to Selected Exercises

I. Rounding to three decimal places: y = 6.133x — 103.4. The calculator will display only therightside ofthis equation (and

in either descending or ascending degree, depending on your CAS setting forIncr Pou).

2. To three decimal places: 0.982

3. Using the result from question I: 6.133(100) — 103.4 = 509.9

4. This number, which matches the result from question 3, gives the stopping distance (in feet) associated with a speed of100 MPH,

using the linear model.

5. This number(approximately 36.428) represents the speed in MPH associated with a stopping distance of120 feet, using thelin-
ear model.

6. Rounding to 3 decimal places (which can introduce a lot oferror): y = 0.307x"5"

7. To three decimalplaces: 0.999.

8 Using the PREDICT VALUES screen: 531.383 feet.

9. Using the PREDICT VALUES screen: 39.890 MPH.

10. About 3.75 inches.

I About 84.399 MPH.
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Extensions

Measure out 264 feetto illustrate the stopping distance predicted for 65 MPH. (And remember: This model assumes dry road and

good reaction times!)

Discuss the correlation coefficient associated with each ofthe models.

The calculator also has a gest Fit option, which will pick the best model among linear, power, exponential or logarithmic. Is the
powermodel the best one forthis data?

Ask students to try to think ofotherpairs ofquantities that might be related. Encourage them to formulate testable questions, con-

struct surveys, collect data and analyze the results.
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Introduction to

Confidence Intervals Around a Mean

SAT-M Scores and Speeding Cars

The Scholastic Aptitude Test for Mathematics (SAT-M)is widely used to measure readinessfor college math.

The test is developed and tried out on a “standardization group” to adjust the scoring so that the group

mean is 500 and the standard deviation is 100. The test-taking population (all students who take the test
in a given year) generally has a lower mean score. In 199], the population mean for the SAT-M was pu = 474.

The reasoning behind confidence intervals

Suppose that you took a random sample of 500 students who took the SAT-M in 1991. Are you guaranteed
that the mean forthis sample will be 3 = 474? Of course not. You can expect some variability in sample

means from sample to sample. If you took several random samples of the population you might expect

some ofthe sample meansto be smaller than 474, and some to be larger. Recall from the centrallimit the-

orem that sample means of a particular size are distributed normally, regardless of the population distribu-

tion. Furthermore,if the population has a mean of p and standard deviation of ©, then the sample mean

distribution will be N(u1,0/Vn), where n is the size of each ofthe samples.

Imagine that you took repeated random samples from the 1991 population of SAT-M test takers and com-

puted the mean for each sample. Your variable would then be x. You should expect x to be normally dis-

tributed with a mean of 474 (the population mean). Now assumethat the population standard deviation is

100, then the standard deviation for yourdistribution of sample means would be: ox = =o ~4.5

1. You may be used to viewing ¥as a statistic. Now it is being referred to as a variable. Write a short para-

graph explaining how you are viewing ¥ differently now.

 

 

 

Recall that in a normal distribution, about 95% ofthe variable values will lie within two standard deviations

ofthe distribution mean. In our example, we should expect that 95% of the means of our random samples

should be within 2(4.5) = 9 points of pu = 474. To say that ¥ lies within 9 points is the same as saying

that p lies within 9 points of 3. Thus, for 95% of the sample means, p will be between % — 9 and ¥ + 9.
The interval of numbers between + 9 is called a 95% confidence intervalfor p.

2. A random sample of 500 students from the population of all 1991 SAT-M test takers has a mean score

of 480. Compute, by hand, the 95% confidence interval for pu based on this sample.
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Using the HP 49G calculate confidence intervals

Turn on the calculator and press (STAT), Select the ConF. Interual option. In that choose box, select
2-INT:1ip, which will take you to an input screen. To recompute problem 2, use these values:

=: Yao n: 500

ao: 100 C: 0.56

Press When the computation is finished, you will see a screen that contains two z-scores that corre-

spond to the endpoints ofthe interval that contains 95% ofthe area underthe standard normal curve. These

are sometimes called the critical z-scores. You will also see numbers labeled as gp min and p max. These

correspond to the endpoints of the confidence interval. Now press HIildil This shows the standard normal
curve with the critical z-scores identified. Below the curve is a scale showing the sample mean lined up with

the standardized mean of 0, and pt min and pt max lined up with the critical z-scores. Press lI¥ill to return

to the previous display or press to return to the stack.

3. Did the calculator return results identical to the results of your hand calculations in problem 2?
Why or why not?
 

 

 

In practice, the population mean p, is usually not known. Statisticians use confidence intervals based upon
a sample mean to estimate the population mean.

4. Suppose you are interested in the 1991 SAT-M scores for the population of students that come from

California. A random sample of 300 California students that took the SAT-M is examined and a sam-

ple mean of 471 is computed. Assume that the population standard deviation is still 100. Whatis the

95% confidence interval for pi,the mean ofthe population of California SAT-M test takers in 1991, based
on this sample?
 

5. What is the 99% confidence interval for pu, the mean of the population of California SAT-M test takers
in 1991, based on the sample from problem 4?
 

6. What is the 90% confidence interval for p, the mean of the population of California SAT-M test takers
in 1991, based on the sample from problem 4?
 

7. Write a paragraph describing the effects of the confidence level on the size of the confidence interval.

Why does it work this way?
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This is a good time to mention some cautions about confidence intervals:

A 95% confidence interval for pi does not say that the probability is 0.95 that pu falls within the interval. It

merely says that the interval was computed in a way that gives correctresults in 95% ofall of the samples.

No randomness remains after a particular sample is selected; the population mean either falls within the

confidence interval computed upon that sample orit doesn't.

Note that samples must be selected randomly from the population. The method of computing confidence

intervals relies on the central limit theorem, and the central limit theorem applies only to random samples
from a population.

So far, the method of computing confidence intervals relies on knowing the population standard deviation,

©. This is rarely true in practice. In the next section, you will see that there is a way around this limitation.

Confidence intervals in practice

In the method outlined above, deciding on a 95% confidence level determined two z-scores between which-

lay 95% ofthe area under the standardized normalcurve (namely z = £1.96). This is graphically illustrat
ed by the HP 49G.

Knowing 3(the sample mean), n (the sample size), and G (the population standard deviation), you can alge-
braically find the value of pi for each z-score, using the relationship z = a :

These calculated values of p could give the confidence intervalfor the population mean, although itis rare

that you need an estimate for the population mean. However, you do know G, the population standard

deviation, and it seems naturalto substitute s, the sample standard deviation, for ¢ in the above formula.

Doing so does not give a z-score, however. lt gives a new statistic called a r-score: = 2
sivn

Unlike the z statistic, the # statistic does not have a normaldistribution. It has a distribution called the ¢ dis-

tribution. Furthermore, thereis a different # distribution for every sample size zn. Statisticians classify t dis-

tributionsin terms of degrees offreedom. The degrees of freedom of a ¢ distribution is equal to n — 1.

For example, suppose you want to use the mean and standard deviation from a sample of 500 to compute

a 95% confidence interval for the population mean. You must find the two z-scores between which lies 95%

of the area underthe curve ofthe ¢ distribution with 499 degrees of freedom. Fortunately, the HP 49G does
mostof this for you...

Revisiting problem 4: Suppose that a random sample of 300 California students who took the SAT-M is

examined and a sample mean of 471 is computed. Instead of assuming a population standard deviation of

100, you now compute the standard deviation of the sample to be 92. Whatis the 95% confidence interval

for pu, the mean of the population of California SAT-M testtakers in 1991, based on this sample?
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Press (215), select the Conf. Interval option, and choose T-INT: iy, which will take you to an input
screen. Enter these field values: = 471 n: 300 =x: 92 C: (0.595

Press When the computation is finished, you will see a screen that contains two f-scores that corre-

spond to the endpoints of the interval that contains 95% of the area under the curve of the # distribution

with 299 degrees of freedom. These are sometimes called the critical t-scores. You will also see numbers
labeled as pu min and p max. These correspond to the endpoints ofthe confidence interval.

Now press IIIT. This shows the appropriate ¢ distribution curve with the critical #-scoresidentified. Below

the curve is a scale showing the sample mean lined up with the ¢ distribution mean of 0, and pu min and p

max lined up with the critical #-scores. Notice the ¢ distribution looks very similar to the normal distribution.
In fact, the ¢ distribution resembles the normaldistribution more closely as the number of degrees offree-
dom increases. Press to return to the previousdisplay or press to return to the stack.

The speeds of 25 carstraveling past a point 56 49 44 61 67 43

on a country road are measured on asunny 51 53 57 60 59 47

day. These speed (in MPH) are given here: 55 58 67 43 66 62

64 51 61 61 48 56 62

8. Find the 95% confidence interval for pu based on this sample.
 

9. Find the 99% confidence interval for p based on this sample.
 

10. Find the 90% confidence interval for pu based on this sample.
 

11. Doesthe confidence tevel have the same general effect on the size of the confidence interval as in

question 7?
 

12. Are these estimated values for p good indications of the mean speed of all of the cars that have ever

passed this point in the road? Write a paragraph explaining why or why not.
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Teacher Notes

This activity may representstudents’ first experience with inferential statistics. It represents a substantial leap forward from the last
activity because it assumes several statistical concepts, including: population and sample means and standard deviations; experi-

ence with finding areas underthe standard normal distribution; and a conceptual awareness ofthe central limit theorem. The rea-

soning behind the process offinding confidence intervals around apopulation mean is discussed at length before the HP49Gis used.
Confidenceintervals around apopulation mean for an unknown population standard deviation are also discussed, necessitating the
introduction ofthe t distribution.

Materials needed

At least one HP49Gper group.

Terms introduced

Central limit theorem, confidence level, confidence interval arounda mean, critical z-scores, t-score, t distribution, degreesoffreedom,

critical t-score.

Calculator functions introduced

Confidence intervals: Z-INT: 1, T-INT: 14, confidence interval graphs

Solutions to Selected Exercises

I. You are now analyzing a set ofdata that represents many sample means.

2 (471, 489)

3 The area under the normal curve between two standard deviations below the mean to two standard deviations above the mean
is only approximately 95%. Look at the critical t-scores returned by the calculator. Round-offerror in computing Gx in

question 2 also contributes to differences in the two answers.

4. To three decimal places: (459.684, 482.316)

5. To three decimalplaces: (456.128, 485.871)

6. To three decimal places: (461.503, 480.497)

Note: the sample mean and standard deviation has to be computed before these confidence intervals can be computed.

8. To three decimalplaces: (52.980, 59.100)

9. To three decimal places: (51.893, 60.187)
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10. To three decimal places: (53.503, 58.577)

12. No, this sample is biased towardgoodroad conditions.

Extensions

Ask students to think ofa survey question to ask students in the school upon which a mean confidence intervalcould be computed.

Determine a random sample, conductthe survey, collect data, and analyze the results.
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Introduction to Significance Testing
More SAT-M Scores

Statisticalinference has two major goals. One is the estimation of population statistics by computing con-

fidence intervals based upon sample statistics. The other goalis the assessmentof statements about a pop-

ulation. Such statements can be examined through tests ofsignificance, a process illustrated here.

The reasoning behind tests ofsignificance

While discussing SAT-M scores, a teacher states that these scores overestimate the ability of typical high
schoolseniors, because the test is taken by predominantly college bound students. The teacher goes on

to claim thatif all students took the SAT-M, the mean would be no more than 450, not the national mean

of 471. You disagree. You think that the mean would be bigger than 450. How can your claim be tested?

One way to test the claim isto test every single high schoolseniorin the nation and compute the mean. Of

course, this would cost millions of dollars and require the cooperation of millions of people. Fortunately,

there is a way to test this claim based on a random sample—at a certain level ofstatistical significance
(more on that idea later).

Suppose that a random sample of 300 high school seniorsis selected nationwide and given the SAT-M (if

they did not already take it). Suppose that the mean forthis sample is 461. Doesthis information support

your claim on its own? Not really. It is possible that a different random sample might yield a mean of 443,

due to natural variability. So how do you know if the sample mean of 461 really supports the claim that if

all students took the SAT-M, the mean would be greater than 450?

The first step,is to state the null hypothesis (abbreviated Hy)—the statement that significance testing will

allow you to accept or reject. His the claim that you're trying to find evidence against—usually a state-

ment of no effect, or no difference. In this case, itis: “The mean SAT-M score ofall U.S. high school seniors

is equal to 450.” Symbolically, you would write Hy: p = 450. Notice that the null hypothesis is stated rel-

ative to a population variable. You already know that the mean of your random sample is 461, not 450.

You're trying to determineif this is enough evidence to conclude that the population mean is not 450.

The next step is to state the opposing, or alternative, hypothesis (abbreviated H,)—the statement you're

seeking evidence for. In this case, H, is: “The mean SAT-M score of all high school seniors is greater than
450." Symbolically, you would write H: p > 450.

Next, you specify the significance level of the test (denoted as o)—the “confidence” requirement you wish

to put on the data. For example, if you choose a significance level of a = 0.05, you are requiring that the

data provide evidence against Hy, thatis so strong that the test would give wrong results (thisis, cause you

to reject a true Hy) no more than 5% ofthe time (or 1 time in 20). Commonsignificance levels are 0.10,
0.05 and 0.01.
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Finally, suppose you know that the SAT-M scores are normally distributed with a population standard devi-

ation of 100.

You're now ready to apply a testof significance. To summarize: Hy n=450 Hj, p>450

c = 100 x =461

Now,as you recall, a z-score is a measure of how far the sample mean is from a claimed population mean.

, , X- 461-450_
. = ==1.905So you can compute a z-score based on the above information: z oii

—

100/B00

Is this difference extreme enough to reject the null hypothesis? You may recall (or can verify from a table)
that about 95% ofthe area under the standard normalcurve lies below z = 1.645. That means that about

5% of the area underthe standard normal curve lies above z = 1.645. Thus z = 1.645 is called the critical

z-scorefora significance level of oc = 0.05. The z-score you computed based on your data is 1.905, which

is greater than the critical z-score of 1.645. Therefore, there is enough evidence to reject H,. We can say,
at a 0.05 level ofsignificance, that the mean SAT-M score ofall high school seniors is more than 450.

Using the HP 49G to testsignificance

The purpose of the previous section was to provide the reasoning behind the process ofsignificance testing.

In reality, moststatisticians perform these tests using a computer or calculator. Try redoing the previous
problem using the HP 49G. This will illustrate the steps involved in using thesignificance testing features,
and the graphical display should clarify the ideas behind that testing.

Turn on the calculator and press (2)STAT). Select the Hupoth. Tests... option and get the Hyputhesis

Tezt= choose box. (Significance tests are sometimes called hypothesis tests.) Select 2-Test: 1p., which

will take you to an input screen. Then, to recompute the above problem, just enter these values into their

respective fields: pw: 456 2: 461 os: 168 n: SEA w: H.HS

Press ETH. You'll then see the Alternative Hypothesis choose box. Select ux450 and press IETHE.

After some calculation, the calculator will return the z-score associated with 3 = 461 (this should be famil-

iar), a statistic known as the P-value,the critical z-score (also explained above), and a statistic called the crit-
ical X. Notice that the very top ofthis window tells you to reject pu = 450, the null hypothesis, Hy. Thisis

that same result you got by hand.

1. Record the values of z, P, critical z, and critical ¥ for thistest.

 

The P-valueis the probability, assuming Hy is true,that the test will indicate that you should reject Hy. The
smaller the P-value, the strongerthe evidence against Hy. In fact, you reject Hy, precisely when P < .
Another way to decide whetherto reject Hy is by looking at the critical 3. The critical ¥ is the value of the

sample mean thatis on the boarderline in terms of providing evidenceto reject or not reject H,. In this case,

your measured sample mean is more extreme (farther from p = 450) than thecritical ¥, so you reject Hy,
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Now press HII. You'll see the standard normalcurve. Notice the value of R shown on the curve with the
arrow pointing to the right. This shows the reject region forthis test.

Underthe standard normalcurve is a different scale, upon which the SAT-M score is plotted. Notice that the

null hypothesized mean score aligns with the mean z-score. Also see that the critical X aligns with the value

of R. Finally, look at your sample X. lt is in the reject region on the standard normal curve, which is the

same as saying that it is more extreme than the critical x.

2. Perform a new test, this time with a significance level of o. = 0.01. What is the result ofthis test (reject

or accept Hy)?

 

3. What are the values of z, P, critical z, and critical ¥?

 

4. Did you really need to perform this test over to decide whetherto reject Hy, or did the results of the pre-

vioustest provide enough information? Explain.

 

 

 

The above test is called a one-tailed test, because the reject area is contained in just one tail of the standard
normal distribution—the uppertail, since the alternative hypothesis was H;: p > 450. Similarly,if the

alternative hypothesis had been H,: pn < 450, that would also have been a one-tailed test,since the reject

region would be contained in the lowertail of the distribution. However,if the alternative hypothesis had
been H,: p # 450, you would have had a two-tailed test. In such a test, you don’t make a claim that the

mean of the population is specifically greater than, or less than, 450. Rather, you reject the null hypothe-

sis if the sample mean were different enough from 450 in either direction.

5. Use the HP 49G to test Hy: pn = 450, H,: pn #450, at the 0.05 level ofsignificance based on the same

sample. Whatis the result ofthis test (reject or accept Hp)? Don't forget to look at the graph forthis

test. Do you see why it is called a two-tailed test?
 

 

 

6. Record the upper and lowercritical ¥ values, and the critical z-scores.
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7. Use the HP 49G to compute the 0.95 level confidence intervalfor pu based on this sample. Write down

this interval along with the critical z-scores.
 

 

8) Use the HP 49G to test Hy: pu = 450, H,: p #450, at the 0.01 Level of significance based on the same
sample. Record the upper and lower critical 3values, and the critical z-scores.

 

9) Use the HP 49G to compute the 0.99 level confidence interval for p based on this sample. Write down

this interval along with the critical z-scores.
 

 

10) Write a short paragraph about the connection between a two-tailed test ofsignificance based on py, and
a confidence interval for pu.
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Teacher Notes

This activity describes in some detail the ideas behindsignificancetesting ofclaims about a mean. After a discussion based on an

example, the HP 49G is used to recompute the same example. Students are also asked to compute confidenceintervals for a popu-

lation mean. This is done to reinforce the previous activity, and to make the connection between confidence intervals and two-tailed
tests ofsignificance. A known population standard deviation is assumed throughoutthis activity so that the standard normal distri-
bution can be used. This assumption is dropped in the next activity.

Materials needed

At least one HP49Gper group.

Terms introduced

Test ofsignificance, null hypothesis, alternate hypothesis, significance level, P-value, critical X, one-tailedtest, two-tailedtest.

Calculator functions introduced

Test ofhypothesis: Z-Test: 1u

Solutions to Selected Exercises

All numerical answers rounded to three decimal places

1 z=1.905,P = 0.028, critical z = 1.645, critical X = 459.497.

2. This test advises to accept Hy.

4. No, z andP do not depend on a. In this case, reject Hy when P = 0.028 < o. Because ou = 0.01, you accept Hy,

5. This test advises to accept Hy. Looking at the graph, the two reject regions (one at each tail) are visible.

6. Critical X = (449.6, 472.3}, critical z = {—1.960, 1.960). Also note that the P-valueforthis two-tailed test is twice the P-

value forthe one-tailed test in question I.

7. The 95% confidence interval forui is (449.684, 472.316).

8. Critical %X = {446.1, 475.8}, critical z = {-2.576, 2.576).

9. The 99% confidence interval foru is (446.128, 475.871).

10. A two-sided significancetest at level o. rejects a hypothesis Hy: pt = piexactly when the value ofp, falls outside a level-o.

confidence interval forpu.
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Extensions

Discuss Type | and Type Il errors.

Discuss the role ofsample size on tests ofsignificance and confidence intervals.
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Practical Significance Testing
Speeders and Lightbulbs

In the previous activity, the significance testing procedure used the standard normal distribution to compute

a z-score based upon a random sample, then compare it to a critical z-score based upon 0, the desired level

ofsignificance. This use ofthe standard normaldistribution depends upon knowing ©, the population stan-

dard deviation. In practice,it is quite rare to know ©. You were in a similar situation when you considered

confidence interval. In that case, you used s, the sample standard deviation in place ofthe population stan-

dard deviation, which necessitated using a distribution in place of the standard normal distribution. The

same situation exists for significance testing.

Significance testing with an unknown population standard deviation

The speeds of 25 cars traveling past a point on a country road is measured on a random sunny day. These

speed are given below. (This is the same sample used in the activity on confidence intervals.)

56 49 44 61 67 43 51 53 57 60 59 47 55

58 67 43 66 62 64 51 61 61 43 56 62

1. Find the mean and standard deviation forthis sample.

 

Residents along the road claim that the average car goes faster than the posted 55 MPH speed limit. The

mean computed above does not really provide convincing evidence that the claim is true, so you decide to

apply a testof significance at the a. = 0.10 level.

2. What should the null hypothesis be forthis test? Be sure to write it using the standard symbolism.

 

 

3. What should the alternative hypothesis be forthis test? Be sure to write it with standard symbolism.

 

 

4. Will this be a one-tailed or two-tailed test?

 

Turn on the HP 49G,press (2JSTAT). Select the Hupoth. Tests. . . option. From the Hypothesis Tests

choose box, select T-Test: 1p, which will take you to an input screen. Enter the proper values in each of

the fields (and note the explanation that appears on the bottom of the screen when you highlight each
field). When you're finished, press ITE.
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5. Would you acceptor reject the null hypothesis?
 

6. Does this support the residents’ claims? Why or why not?
 

 

Rememberto look at the graph ofthis situation.

Testing light bulbs

You are the quality control managerfor the Bright Idea Lightbulb Company. Printed on the outside pack-

age ofeach lightbulb is the claim “Average Life 1000 hours.” You decide to test the claim by taking a ran-

dom sample of 10 bulbsoff the production line and measuring their life. The results (in hours) are:

989 1012 997 997 999 992 994 996 998 996

7. Find the mean and standard deviation for this sample.
 

You decide to perform a testofsignificance at the ot = 0.05 level based on this sample.

8. What should the null hypothesis be forthis test? Be sure to write it using the standard symbolism.

 

9. The packaging will be changed if the population mean Life turns out to be significantly different from
1000 hours (either smaller or larger). What should the alternative hypothesis be forthis test?

 

10. Will this be a one-tailed or two-tailed test?
 

1. Do you accept or reject the null hypothesis?
 

12. Do you have to change the packaging?
 

13. The company president wants a report ofthe significance test—uwrite it below. Be sure to include infor-

mation about sample size, test method, the values of the sample statistics, and all of the values (and

their meanings) that the calculator returned.
 

 

 

 

14. What is the 95% confidence intervalfor the mean bulb Life of the population (in hours)?
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Teacher Notes

In this activity, tests ofsignificance about a population mean are applied in situations where the population standard deviation is not
known. Thisis far more realistic than the previous activity. Due to the work already done with confidence intervals, the t statistic is
used without much fanfare. Bothsituationsin this activity involve a claim about a population mean that appears to be supportedby
a sample mean. These sample mean differences do not turn outto bestatistically significant.

Materials Needed

At least one HP49Gper group.

Calculator functions introduced

Test ofhypothesis: Z-Test: Ju

Solutions to Selected Exercises

All numerical answers roundedto three decimal places

lL. X =5604MPH,s = 7413.

2 Hy p=255.

3 Hyp u>55.

4. This is a one-tailed test.

5. AcceptH, (P = 0.245).

6. This test does not support the residents claims because the significance test advises the acceptance ofHy: u = 55.

In other words, even though the sample mean speed was over 55 MPH, the differenceis notstatistically significant.

7. X = 997 hours, s = 6.055.

8 Hy p= 1000

9. Hj,u=#1000

10. This is a two-tailed test.

Il. AcceptHy (P = 0.152).

12. The packaging can stay; the significancetest advises the acceptance ofHy: pu = 1000. The sample mean life was less than

1000 hours (9 bulbs out ofthe 10 samples had a life less than 1000 hours), but the difference is notstatistically significant.
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14. The 99% confidence interval for is (992.668, 1001.331). Be careful to use theT-Int: iw confidence interval option. Notice
that the sample mean lies within this interval.

Extensions

Discuss the role ofthe significance level For what kinds oftests would one require a high level ofsignificance? Medical trials and
aviation testing comes to mind....

Because ofvariability associated with human behavior, many claims regarding psychological and education treatment are held to a
much lower level ofsignificance (0.10 or even 0.20). Discuss this idea.

Ask students to try to think ofclaims that they would like to test. Encourage them to formulate testable questions, construct surveys,

collect data, and analyze the results. Be carefulthat student generated claims do not involve the comparison oftwo sample means.
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Comparing Two Means
State SAT-M Scores and Lightbulb Improvements

So far, all ofthe significance tests you have performed have been on a single mean. But suppose you want

to compare the means of two different populations? Significance tests exist forthis situation, too. One test,

based on the standard normal distribution, requires that both population standard deviations be known.

The othertest, based on a ¢-distribution, does not require that. In either case, though,the tests each have
these two requirements: (i) Each of the samples must be from distinct populations; (ii) The quantity being

measured in one group must be independent of the quantity being measured in the other group.

Comparing two means with known population standard deviations

Suppose you want to compare the SAT-M scores from high school seniors in Illinois (population #1), to the

SAT-M scores from high school seniors in California (population #2). This is possible, because the situation
satisfies the above two criteria: Each population is distinct (since they have no common members), and the

results are independent, since the scores from one state do not depend on the scores from anotherstate.

Here are the results of random samples of seniors’ test scores in each state: IL CA

Mean Score 482 473

Sample Size 150 120

Suppose that each population standard deviation is 100 (although they don’t haveto be the same to apply

the test), and that you want a significance level of ot = 0.20. Keep in mind that you're interested only in
whether the population means are different; you are nottesting whether a particular one is larger.

1. What should the null hypothesis be forthis test? Be sure to write it in the standard symbolism.

 

2. What should the alternative hypothesis be forthis test? Be sure to write it in the standard symbolism.

 

3. Will this be a one-tailed or two-tailed test?
 

Turn on the HP 49G and press Select the Hyputh. Tests... option. From the Hypothesis

Tezt= choose box, select Z-Te=t:pi-p2, which will take you to an input screen. Enter the proper values in

each of the blanks (noting the explanations that appear on the bottom of the screen when you highlight a

input blank). When you finish, press BXIHM... You should see that the results of the test are to accept the

null hypothesis. In this case, you'd say that the difference in mean score on the SAT-M ofthe high school

seniors from Illinois compared to that from California is notstatistically significant at the ot = 0.20 level.
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Comparing two means with unknown population standard deviations

The engineering department from the Bright Idea Lightbulb Company has devised a new manufacturing

processthat they think will increase the life of the light bulbs, while costing no more than the old process.
As quality control manager, you select a random sample of 10 bulbs from each manufacturing process.

Each bulbs life is measured in hours. Here are the results:

Sample 1 (old process) 990 1010 997 996 1001 992 995 996 994 996

Sample 2 (new process) 1021 1012 1015 1025 1019 1017 1022 1019 1017 1018

4. Compute the mean and standard deviation for each sample.
 

 

The mean of sample 2 surely looks higher than that of sample 1, but you decide to test to see if the life of

the bulbs from the new processis significantly higher than those from the old processat the a. = 0.05 level.

(Remember: A significance level of 0.05 means that you are requiring evidence against Hy thatis so strong

that the test would give wrong results no more than 5% ofthe time—1time in 20—ifHy is in fact true.

5. What should the null hypothesis be forthis test? Be sure to write it using the standard symbolism.

 

6. What should the alternative hypothesis be forthis test? Be sure to write it in standard symbolism.

 

7. Will this be a one-tailed or two-tailed test?
 

Perform thetest using the HP 49G the same way as before, except this time choose the T-Tg=1 : w,=u, option.

8. Does the new manufacturing process result in significantly (oc = 0.05) longer-lasting bulbs?

 

9. The president of the company wants a report on the new manufacturing process. Write this report below.

Be sure to include information about sample size, test method, the values of the sample statistics, and

all ofthe values (and their meanings) that the calculatorreturned.
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Teacher Notes

The purpose ofthis activity is to show how a test ofsignificance can be applied to comparing two means. As in previous activities,

when both population standard deviations are known, the standardnormal distribution can be used. Whenpopulation standarddevi-

ation are unknown, the t distribution must be used.

Materials Needed

Atleast one HP49Gpergroup.

Calculator Functions Introduced

Significancetests: Z-Test: pu; — py, T-Test: pu; — pu,

Solutions to Selected Exercises

lL Hy p=

2 H,: Hi + Ho

3. This is a two-tailed test.

4. Forsample I: X = 996.7, s = 5.519

For sample 2: % = 1018.5, s = 3.659

5 Hp p=

6. Ha’ Hi < HM

7. Thisis a one-tailed test. Note that you are not doing a pooled analysis. (See Moore & McCabe, 1993, p. 542.)

8. Yes, the test advises to reject Hy,
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Extensions

A common mistake is to use the significance test for the comparison of two means to analyze a pre-test, post-test situation. For

instance, suppose different, but parallel, SATtests are given to the same class. One is given at the beginning ofan SATpreparation

class, the other at the end. The means from these two tests cannot be compared using the type oftest in this activity, becausethe sit-
uation does not fulfill the two requirements stated in the activity. Instead, a matchedpairs analysis must be used. Discuss this com-
mon mistake andintroduce the technique ofmatchedpairs (see Moore & McCabe, 1993, p. 506).

Ask studentsto try to think ofclaims comparing two means that they would like to test. Forinstance, do seniors make more perhour
in part timejobs thanjuniors? Encourage them to formulate testable questions, construct surveys, collect data, and analyze the

results. Be careful that student-generated claims fulfill the two requirements neededforthis type oftest.

There aretests ofsignificance that apply to statistics other thah the mean. The HP49G can also perform significancetests forpro-
portions (see Moore & McCabe, 1993, p. 574).
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